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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

By: Professor D. R. Myddelton

Let the market work!
● It’s important for producers to
Market exchanges imply that both
I’m chairman of the Institute of
find out how much consumers
parties to a voluntary deal expect to
Economic Affairs, a free-market
value the product. That indicates
gain from it. Carl Menger suggested
think-tank.The institute’s
the most it might be worth
that people would normally be
mission is: “To improve
spending to produce the product.
unwilling to reverse a market deal –
understanding of the
This is the opposite of a “costsince that would mean giving up
fundamental institutions of a
plus” approach to pricing: instead,
their gain. But people don’t always
free society by analysing and
it’s “value-minus”. For example,
gain from voluntary transactions,
expounding the role of markets
Henry Ford concluded that he
since, even in the absence of fraud,
in solving economic and social
could sell plenty of Model T cars
they can make mistakes.
problems.” This article spells out
if he priced them at $500 each.
why I’m so keen on letting the
But they cost him far more
market work wherever
to make, so he invented the
possible. I shall identify
assembly line and hugely
the main economic
THE MARKET PRICE SPLITS THIS
reduced his unit costs.
aspects which point to
T O TA L G A I N B E T W E E N T H E
market solutions and
● The two parties to a
suggest some key
market transaction are
PRODUCER’S PROFIT ON THE ONE
political arguments for
not exchanging things of
free markets versus
HAND AND “CONSUMER SURPLUS”
“equal” value. When I
government control.
buy a book for £15, I’m
ON THE OTHER.
really valuing it at more
Political economy involves
than £15.
politics as well as economics.
There are problems in
Of course it can work the other
teaching this subject to teenagers, as
way round. Long ago I used to work
I found in the year I taught A level
PRODUCERS AND
for the David Brown Corporation,
Business Studies at Marlborough.
CONSUMERS
which made Aston Martin cars. At
One has to take great care to be
that time they cost £5,000 each to
In the market system we’re often
even-handed, especially if there’s
make, and sold for £4,000; so each
concerned with producers selling to
nobody else to provide balance. The
car lost £1,000. Apparently a young
consumers. The difference between
problem has nothing to do with
chap who worked for the firm
the cost to the producer and the
party politics. All three main parties
plucked up his courage and asked
value to the consumer is the total
seem to be jostling for the centre
the owner if he could buy an Aston
potential
gain.
The
market
price
ground, so there’s very little between
Martin at cost. To which David
splits this total gain between the
them on the welfare state or the level
producer’s profit on the one hand
Brown replied: “Thank you very
of taxation.
and “consumer surplus” on the
much!”
The market economy broadly
other. There are some implications in
Many of the basic arguments in
consists of voluntary exchanges
this basic model.
political economy have to do with
between individuals making choices.
● Unless the value to the consumer
conflicts of interest between
It’s worth noting that the Greek
exceeds the total cost to the
producers and consumers. One day
word katalassein not only means “to
producer, in the long run there’s
my grandmother came across a man
exchange” but also “to turn from
no basis for a deal. But consumers
in a town centre selling carnations.
enemy into friend”. This is a
may
value
products
differently,
She asked him how much he was
remarkable etymological tribute to
and even the same consumer’s
charging for each bloom, and when
the peaceful – indeed peace-making
valuations can change over time.
he told her she exclaimed
– nature of market transactions.
4
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indignantly: “That’s not nearly
enough!” Naturally he was surprised
to find a prospective customer
complaining that he was charging
too little. But at the time my parents
were growing carnations at home to
sell; so my grandmother was
thinking like a producer not a
consumer.
Throwing money at the NHS in
recent years has benefited producers
by sharply increasing staff wages,
though it hasn’t led to pro rata
improvement in health services for
consumers. (By the way investment
here just means spending!) You may
be able to measure the cost of the
inputs, but without a market you
can’t tell the value of the outputs.

having to put up with whatever is
available. Does anyone remember
how you got a telephone in the bad
old days of state monopoly? You had
to wait six months, then you got a
standard black telephone, and you
probably had to share it on a party
line. It’s still a bit like that in the state
education and health systems.You’re
lucky even to be allowed to join the
queue!
Competition for producers means
that consumers are likely to be
offered goods of better quality and at
a lower price than if there were a
monopoly. When they privatised the
old nationalised industries, they
found there had been massive
overmanning; hence costs were
much higher than they need have
been. But without the benefit of
market incentives, that was never
going to change under state control.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

VALUE AND PRICE
There are three essential tasks of
economic systems: valuing resources,
providing incentives and spreading
information. The market economy
achieves these, essentially by means
of prices, while governmentcontrolled economies don’t. That
alone is a sufficient objection to
socialism; and it explains why central
economic planning doesn’t work as
well as free markets. It also explains
why price controls are the most
devastating way to stop the market
working.

Value is subjective. I used to ask
my Cranfield students what is the
“fair value” of an MBA? That was to
make two points. First, cheaper isn’t
Adam Smith said: “The sole aim
necessarily better, since quality
and purpose of production is
matters too. So demand and supply
consumption.” If people put their
curves that simply plot quantity
interests as producers first,
demanded against price are
they will want to safeguard
missing out a lot. Instead of
their jobs or occupations
movements along a demand
T H R O W I N G M O N E Y AT T H E N H S I N
against competition or
curve, we should often be
technical change. But such
discussing a shift in the
RECENT YEARS HAS BENEFITED
“protectionism” is not good
whole curve. And because
news for consumers. It can
conditions are continually
P R O D U C E R S B Y S H A R P LY
be tempting for producers
changing, demand curves (if
I N C R E A S I N G S TA F F W A G E S , T H O U G H
collectively to seek favours
one could see them) would
from government, since the
forever be wriggling about
I T H A S N ’ T L E D T O P R O R A TA
benefit is concentrated on
like snakes.
I M P R O V E M E N T I N H E A LT H S E R V I C E S
relatively few producers,
And second, the value of
while the cost is spread
FOR CONSUMERS.
the same course might vary
surreptitiously over millions
as between different people,
of taxpayers or consumers.
depending on their abilities,
circumstances and ambitions. It’s the
I’m always conscious of
same with secondary schools.
competition
when I buy a new car.
CHOICE AND COMPETITION
Everyone knows that boarding may
At first sight you might wonder how
suit some children and not others:
The acronym of the USSR in
I can possibly negotiate on equal
it’s absurd to be dogmatic and
Cyrillic script is CCCP. I use that to
terms with a huge multinational
assume that one product is always
spell out two critical advantages of
company like General Motors. It’s a
better for everybody.
the market system, as compared with bit like David and Goliath. But, of
state monopolies: Choice for
The price mechanism in the
course, I might choose to buy a Ford
Consumers and Competition for
market economy provides incentives
instead. So GM is Goliath A, Ford is
Producers.
to allocate resources where they are
Goliath B, and so on. The
most wanted, and thus to balance
competition of many potential sellers
Choice for consumers gives
supply and demand. This is absent
provides a huge benefit for
customers a better chance of getting
in the state sector. As Ralph Harris
individual buyers.
what they really want, instead of just
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remarked: “If swimming pools are
being provided free, put me down
for two.”
Prices also represent market
signals. This alone is an
overwhelming argument against
central planning – a single mind, or
small group, simply can’t know
enough about different people’s
abilities, circumstances and
preferences. That’s why Hayek called
competition a “discovery
procedure”.

TIME AND UNCERTAINTY
Two other important aspects of
the market are time and uncertainty.
The famous passage in Ecclesiastes
is very relevant to economics and
business: “The race is not to the
swift nor the battle to the strong,
neither yet bread to the wise, nor yet
riches to men of understanding, but
time and chance happeneth to them
all.”
Companies aim to maximise
shareholder wealth, which
allows for the timing of future
profits. Hence rewarding top
managers on the basis of last
year’s reported profits is far
too simplistic: they are
supposed to be looking years
ahead.
Frank Knight distinguishes
between risk and uncertainty.
Risk is where you know the
odds, like playing roulette or
rolling dice. Uncertainty is where
you don’t know the odds, because
frequency probability doesn’t apply.
An example might be: what are the
chances of Italy leaving the eurozone
within the next five years? This is a
unique event, like most major
business decisions.
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Some people pretend to quantify
uncertainty by using so-called
“expected values” – multiplying the
various possible outcomes by the
supposed probabilities. But where do
you get the probabilities from? You
guess them! Shackle said the
probabilities need not add up to one,
because there might be some
possible outcomes you just didn’t
think of.

FREE MARKETS VERSUS
GOVERNMENT CONTROL
Let me now switch to the more
political topic of free markets versus
government control. It’s worth
noting that when people have been
free to do so, they’ve chosen to move
from socialist countries to capitalist
ones. The Berlin Wall was built not
to keep West Germans out, but to
keep the East Germans in. And the
evidence is overwhelming that the
economic performance of market
economies is far superior to that of
centrally-controlled ones.

pensions. All three were provided
privately before the state took them
over and crowded everyone else out.
Food and clothing are even more
basic than schooling – but that’s no
argument for state monopolies.
Thank goodness we don’t have a
National Food Service! The fact is
many of the things that government
now provides continue in the state
sector merely because the vested
interests that supply them don’t want
them transferred to the market.
Douglas Jay said: “The gentleman
in Whitehall really does know better
what is good for people than the
people know themselves.” But the
logic of that paternalist attitude is:
why allow people who can’t even
look after themselves to vote on who
should govern them? As Herbert
Spencer remarked: “The ultimate
result of shielding man from the
effects of folly is to fill the world
with fools.”

In the market system people make
millions of separate choices every
day between competing
suppliers. In contrast,
government monopolies
“THE RACE IS NOT TO THE SWIFT
allow little or no choice. In
the political system you get
N O R T H E B AT T L E T O T H E S T R O N G ,
one vote every four or five
NEITHER YET BREAD TO THE WISE,
years on a whole package
of unenforceable promises
NOR YET RICHES TO MEN OF
between so-called rivals
U N D E R S TA N D I N G , B U T T I M E A N D
that often seem
indistinguishable.
CHANCE HAPPENETH TO THEM ALL.”

Keynes said government should
only provide those things which
nobody provides if the state doesn’t.
And Arthur Seldon suggested that if
you could charge people for services,
they don’t really count as “public
goods” proper. That would certainly
include education, health and

Democratic politicians
are obsessed by the timing
of the next general election. They are
strongly tempted to promise benefits
today (to win elections) which
people in future will have to pay for.
The First Report of the Turner
Commission on Pensions showed
the results of a survey asking people
“who they trusted not to let them
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down on pensions”. Employers
had a net score of plus 40 per cent:
67 per cent of respondents said they
trusted employers, while 27 per cent
didn’t. A net plus 14 per
cent trusted pension
providers. The
THE
government’s net score
was minus 66 per cent!
AND

out waste, in a governmentcontrolled system it’s almost bound
to creep back in again.

complexity, and waste the time of
some of the cleverest people in the
country. In principle much lower
taxes would be a good thing; and
transferring education, health
and pensions to the market
would be a big improvement.

MARKET PROVIDES SIGNALS
INCENTIVES, AND ALLOWS

CONSUMERS TO CHOOSE
TAXES AND
GOVERNMENT
SPENDING

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

V O L U N TA R Y E X C H A N G E S A N D T O
BENEFIT FROM COMPETITION

BETWEEN PRODUCERS.
Taxes now take about
45 per cent of national
income to pay for
government spending.
State monopolies are risky. I gather
About two thirds of government
they’re
now changing the method of
spending – 30 per cent of national
teaching
reading back to the
income – goes on the welfare state,
traditional
old-fashioned way, after
and the rest on defence, law and
imposing a much less satisfactory
order, and so on. So, in order to cut
system on generations of children in
taxes, you’ve got to cut government
state schools. But how costly that
spending on the welfare state.
wrong central decision years ago has
It’s true that in the market system,
been! In contrast, competition is
people with too little money may
amazingly powerful in spreading
need help. The first port of call will
best practice, and allowing trial and
presumably be their families. But in
error on a daily basis. The market
a civilised society, if necessary, they
diversifies risks.
can be given charity, either more
It’s very hard to escape from state
money or benefits in kind.
monopolies. The welfare state is
In principle it’s better to give
socially divisive because only the
money and let the recipients choose
rich can get the benefit of choice. To
how to spend it. When you’re
do so they have to pay twice – once
spending your own money, you tend
to pay for themselves, the other time
to be more careful and you learn
to pay taxes to finance the state
from your mistakes. The welfare
system. A voucher scheme could
state is an irresponsible society
overcome this problem; and allow
because it separates in people’s
people to “top up” to choose from
minds the concept of getting benefits competing private providers if they
from the concept of paying for them. wanted. But, of course, vouchers
require government financing (that
Why not simply cut out waste in
is, taxpayer financing), so they
government spending to save
wouldn’t of themselves result in any
money? Because it’s not always easy
reduction in tax levels.
to identify waste; cutting it out is
High taxes tend to dampen
tricky, given the political objections;
incentives, involve a heavy burden of
and even if you do manage to cut

CONCLUSION
My conclusion is simple: the
market provides signals and
incentives, and allows
consumers to choose
voluntary exchanges and to
benefit from competition
between producers. Where
services can be charged for,
they aren’t public goods; and
government provision is unnecessary
as well as likely to be wasteful and
paternalistic. In cases of need,
finance from taxpayers may be
desirable; but it is absurd to suppose
that a majority of the population is
in “need” of such charity. One way
or another most people, over their
lifetime, have to pay for their own
welfare services.

David Myddelton is president
of the EBEA.
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By: Mary Gregory

Globalisation: how China and
India are changing the debate
Globalisation is changing the
way nations trade. Lower
transport costs, the expansion of
education and new technologies
have had a major impact. Is the
nature of competitiveness
currently undergoing
fundamental change?
Ever since Adam Smith (1723-90)
sketched, and David Ricardo
(1772-1823) developed, the first
recognisable theory of international
trade, most economists have felt that
they can provide reasonably
convincing explanations for why
countries trade with each other.
Yet aspects of modern
international trading practices are
contentious. There is no consensus,
for example, on whether the
globalisation of production (where a
multinational company produces or
sources a product’s components
from many different countries and
then sells the output worldwide) is a
good thing. We do not agree on
whether reduction of traditional
trade barriers and the opening up of
markets are to the advantage of the
world’s poorest countries, or on
whether the arrival of China and
India as two of the world’s major
producers of high-tech products is a
development that is to be welcomed
or discouraged.

GLOBALISATION
Globalisation is reshaping the
world economy. It is characterised by
a general expansion in world trade in
8

goods and services, which is blurring
the boundaries of traditional markets
for final products and for key inputs.
Its main features include:
● the emergence of powerful
companies whose activities
transcend national boundaries and
whose allegiance to particular
national interests can no longer be
taken for granted
● a growth in foreign direct
investment (building of
production plants and the like) by
companies in search of least-cost
sources of inputs and of final
output
● the diffusion of technology and
technological expertise across a
much more economically diverse
and geographically dispersed set
of national economies
● the opening up of capital markets,
allowing greater freedom of
movement of funds, and the
development of an integrated, less
nationally protected world capital
market
● an increase in labour migration
across national boundaries,
involving larger numbers and
greater distances than in the past.
Of course, globalisation has not
simply happened by chance. It has
underlying causes. Among the most
powerful drivers are:
● the political impetus for reducing
barriers to trade and for creating
trading blocs, free trade areas and
trade agreements aimed at
encouraging growth in world trade

● the falling real cost of transporting
goods and people
● the falling real cost of
communications (a key input for
service industries, and for
multinational companies that need
to integrate and co-ordinate their
activities)
● advances in technology and mass
media, which are removing
obstacles formerly presented by
physical, social and/or cultural
remoteness.
This globalisation process presents
challenges, threats and even dangers
to the established economic order.
No wonder, then that the world’s
major industrial powers of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
together with the so-called tiger
economies of Asia, are monitoring
with some anxiety and suspicion the
economic developments taking place
elsewhere in the world, most notably
in China and in India.

THE THEORY
The theoretical case for
encouraging trade and exchange
(based around the concepts of
comparative advantage and the
opportunity costs of production
between different parts of the world)
has long been accepted. Economists
were able to demonstrate that
international specialisation and
exchange – whereby countries
concentrate on supplying products
in which they enjoyed a comparative
advantage – produce welfare gains
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that when shared out among the
participants (albeit not always in
equal measure) are a “free lunch”.
These gains are achieved at no real
cost through a reallocation of
resources.
For nearly two centuries,
international trade was built around
the unambiguous existence of
marked differences in factor
endowments between countries
located in different parts of the
world. These had implications for
their ability to draw on natural
resources, and their capacity for
engaging in various types of primary
and secondary production.
Many of the participating
countries were also at different
stages of economic development.
They differed not only in the extent
to which they had a developed
infrastructure, but also in relation to
their access to a skilled workforce
and technological expertise.
Ownership of these desirables
underpinned industrialisation and
enabled the development of a
manufacturing base that, together
with an ability to reach markets,
remained a key contributor to
adding value to the production
process.
In a world in which countries had
widely disparate access to skilled
labour, it was possible to construct
and sustain a trading regime in
which countries with abundant
supplies of skilled labour produced
and exported skill-intensive goods.
In return, they imported labourintensive goods – products requiring
large amounts of unskilled labour in
their production.
With technological advances
creating both new products (such as
computers) and new approaches to
production (such as robotics), some
of the older industrialised countries
offloaded the first generation of

manufacturing industries – textiles,
shipbuilding, steelmaking and car
manufacture. They could then
concentrate on new, high-tech
avenues that offered better prospects
for added value and profitable
trading, particularly as rising labour
costs were undermining the
comparative advantage they had
once enjoyed in first generation
manufacturing.
It was never as simple and
straightforward as that, of course.
Shifts in countries’ patterns of
production are seldom cost free, and
they usually have a negative impact
on some sectors of the economy. The
period of adjustment can be both
painful and protracted. Some
sections of the labour force, or some
groups of risk-taking entrepreneurs,
will usually experience adjustment
costs, at least in the short term. It
may be agricultural labourers in one
decade, miners, car workers and
shareholders in car companies in
another.
Throughout the last century,
politicians in the world’s leading
industrial economies were usually
happy to preach the mutual benefits
of trade. However, when the balance
of advantage, and the pattern of the
sharing out of gain (not only
between countries, but between
different sectors within countries)
starts to shift, politicians’
commitment to the cause starts to
waver. We appear to be in the midst
of such a transition and such a
wavering right now.

SHIFTING TRADE PATTERNS
From the 1970s onwards, exports
from the first wave of newly
industrialised economies (such as
Korea, Thailand, Taiwan, Brazil and
Mexico) increased competition in
some manufacturing sectors in the
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USA, Europe and Japan. In the UK,
car manufacturing, shipbuilding,
steel production, textile production,
paper making, shoe manufacturing
and coal mining were particularly
badly hit.
From the 1990s onwards, the
original newly industrialised
economies and a larger group that
included China and India gained
access to new technologies. The
steadily increasing competition hit
manufacturers in the West hard. For
example, today the UK no longer
has a domestic car manufacturer –
UK car plants are all owned by large
companies based overseas. The UK
now retains little or no production
capacity in some of manufacturing
industries that were once sources of
large-scale employment.
A global expansion in basic
education and training since the
1960s has increased the capacity of
the labour force in many countries.
Skilled labour – a key factor of
production that was once abundant
only in a few developed countries –
is now far more plentiful worldwide.
Falling transport and
communication costs have made it
profitable to employ people from
developing countries because their
output can now compete on world
markets, and this has accelerated the
worldwide dispersal of production
capacity.
The rapid growth of
containerisation, for example, has
reduced transport costs. This has
removed one of the barriers that
previously protected high-cost
developed country producers from
overseas competition. In the UK,
consumers now enjoy computers,
white goods, games and toys from
China, strawberries from Colombia,
flowers from Venezuela, raspberries
from Poland and peas from Kenya.
9
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towards countries that meet two
Developments in
conditions: the technology is
telecommunications are
available, and highly-skilled workers
transforming service industries.
are plentiful and therefore
The massively reduced costs of
international communication has led, comparatively cheap.
for example, to UK
consumers receiving
plaintive exhortations to
THESE WORKERS’ PROBLEMS ARE
change telephone suppliers
from call-centre workers
E X A C E R B AT E D B Y T H E F A C T T H AT
based in Estonia and
THE DECLINE IN THEIR EMPLOYMENT
Lithuania, and receiving
information on UK train
P R O S P E C T S I S N O T M E R E LY T H E
times from personnel
R E S U LT O F G R E A T E R I N T E R N A T I O N A L
trained and working in
India. In the computer
TRADE.
industry, customer
helpdesks are less and less
likely to be the UK. This
picture of outsourcing some service
THE IMPACT OF CHANGE
tasks is similar in the USA.
The rise of new technologies, the
This shift in the global balance of
growth of knowledge-based
economic activity is creating some
industries and the emergence of
clear losers. These include those
India and China as major exporters
workers in the UK, USA and
do not invalidate economists’ views
European labour forces with few
about the nature, purpose and
potential advantages of international
educational qualifications, with
trade. But we have moved a long
present skills that are not easily
way from the economic world that
transferable, and with limited
Ricardo sought to explain. The
potential for ongoing skill
freeing up of the international
development. They face the prospect
movement of labour and capital, and
of reduced employment prospects
the massive improvements in
and lower relative wages – indeed,
transport and communications, open
for many, this is already a reality.
up possibilities for the world
These workers’ problems are
economy that earlier economists
exacerbated by the fact that the
could not foresee.
decline in their employment
In Ricardo’s time, differences in
prospects is not merely the result of
production
possibility frontiers in
greater international trade. Firms
different countries, based as they
that are mainly active in domestic
were on a disparate allocation of
markets are embracing labour-saving
resources, made the case for
technologies. Technology tends to
international specialisation and
replace lower-level skills by, for
exchange. In the modern world the
example, automating repetitive
differences between countries and
processes. By contrast, its
their endowments create not only
relationship with higher-level skills
trade in goods but also large-scale
tends to be complementary: each
migrations of key factor inputs,
needs the other. It follows that
including skilled labour and capital,
industrial processes to which highto where they can be most
level technology has most to
contribute will tend to migrate
productively deployed.
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One cannot easily envisage a
wholesale migration of Americans,
French and Germans to China. But
there is a significant shift in the
willingness of other countries to hold
dollars or euros or pounds
and a waning enthusiasm of
multinational companies to
invest in the “old industrial
world” when China and India
(with their growing skills base,
high rates of economic growth
and emergent consumer
markets) beckon. Over time,
this movement is leading to a
marked shift in the
distribution of economic
wealth, income and
employment.
It is proving difficult for
economists to construct economic
models that handle adequately the
impact of rapid changes in
technology and in the knowledge
base. There is, however, at least one
key question that exercises minds:
“What happens when both the
developed countries and the
emerging economies each have
roughly equal access to the same
advanced technologies?”
One thing seems clear already,
some developing countries have
opportunities for accelerated
development. In some industries,
such as telecommunications, China
and India have been able to practise
technological leapfrogging:
implementing new and up-to-date
technology in an application area in
which at least the previous
generation of that technology has not
been deployed. Those two countries
appear to be well positioned to
implement human resource
leapfrogging also. They will almost
certainly short circuit the multistaged process by which older
industrialised nations have increased
the skill levels of key sections of their
workforce.
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Another indicator of the way
things are going is the increasing
tendency for multinational
companies (including US
companies) to place their R&D
programmes and their IT software
development in India, and some of
their production capability in China.
These developments suggest that
these emerging nations may
increasingly be able to compete not
only because of their low wage
structure but also because of the
technology they can deploy.

THE COMPETITIVE
BATTLEGROUND
The battle for dominance in the
manufacture of internationally
traded goods that depend heavily for
their production on a large input of
low-skill labour is one that the older
industrialised countries have already
lost. Increasingly, work that requires
significant amounts of comparatively
low-skilled labour is primarily in the
non-traded sector of the economy,
usually the service sector.
The current debate within the
USA on what to do about the
millions of illegal immigrants reflects
the extent to which immigration is
playing a part in bringing a changing
world back into some sort of
equilibrium. The willingness with
which immigrants in both the USA
and the UK take on low-paid, menial
work, and the risks they run in order
to gain this opportunity for
economic self-advancement, are
indicative of the extent to which the
new world economic order is posing
a threat to middle income countries
such as Mexico, Brazil and the
countries of Eastern Europe. These
countries are losing the battle to
compete on wages. They are also in
danger of losing, through migration,
their most versatile, ambitious
workers. Can these countries make

themselves attractive enough to
worldwide investors to be able to
compete successfully on the
technology front? The same
problem, at a very serious level, also
confronts the world’s poorest
countries.
All this raises the question of how
best to compete. Staying in the race
is not just about R&D. It is about
maximising the use of, and the
benefits from, technological
innovation. Sectors of the economy
that generate new methods and
technologies need to go at least one
stage further. They must persuade
other industrial sectors within their
own economy and also abroad to be
genuinely innovative in their
approach to, and deployment of, the
opportunities that innovation can
offer. They need to cultivate the
sectors of the economy that are
innovation-welcoming.
The impact of new technologies
varies from one economy to another.
Acceptance and adoption of new
technology and of new approaches
to production depend on a society’s
cultural norms and social values.
Sometimes the attitudes of political
leaders are an important influence.
Multinational companies are already
finding that they cannot take for
granted that an approach towards
the introduction of, for example,
new IT that works well in one
economy and one society will
necessarily fare equally well and be
equally well received in another.
One measure of how determined a
country is to stay ahead of the field
in knowledge-based industries is its
annual output of graduates holding a
PhD in some area of science. Even
here, there is some evidence that
China and India might enjoy an
advantage in the future. One
estimate suggests that by the year
2010 the numbers graduating each
year in China with a PhD will
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exceed that of the USA. There may
be doubts about the quality of PhDs
gained within China itself, but the
number of Chinese citizens
graduating with PhDs gained
abroad, including in the USA, is also
rising.

THE GLOBALISATION
BALANCE SHEET
To what extent should
globalisation be welcomed or
resisted? It is already evident that the
willingness of multinational
companies to shift their operations
away from old-established, high-cost
economies into emerging economies
has served to lift millions out of
abject poverty without, as yet,
plunging a similar number in “failing
countries” or “waning economies”
into perpetual penury. In short,
globalisation has already made a
huge contribution to total economic
welfare. In that respect, it has to be
seen as a “good thing”.
It is also undeniable that
globalisation and the emergence of
China and India as significant
trading economies have left Europe
and the USA less comfortable and
more precariously placed. That fact,
however, in itself does not give
grounds for supporting an antiglobalisation movement. Protestors
really do need to target their efforts
elsewhere. Principally they should
look towards encouraging the
governments of countries that feel
“under threat” to take the steps
necessary to keep their economies
competitive in a world in which the
nature and forms of competitiveness
have undergone, are undergoing and
will continue to undergo
fundamental change.

Dr Mary Gregory is a fellow of
St Hilda’s College and deputy head of
the economics department at
Oxford University.
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ECONOMICS IN THE CLASSROOM

By: Caroline Loewenstein

Debt forgiveness
This classroom exercise is
designed to help students
evaluate debt forgiveness as a
means of stimulating economic
development in less developed
countries.This exercise provides
a way of encouraging students to
develop their ideas prior to
attempting a piece of written
work on the subject.

Debt has an opportunity
cost. Unless debt
cancellation occurs, poor
economies will continue to
divert scarce resources
towards debt servicing rather
than to domestic poverty
reducing programmes.

Debt cancellation is unfair on
those countries that have
already made progress in
paying off debts.

Debt cancellation
rewards irresponsible
governments and
penalises committed
ones.

The debt burden makes
absolute poverty worse and
is hampering the affected
regions in terms of human
development.

People in the West have a
moral obligation to help the
poor. It is the West that
owes Africa because of
centuries of plundering the
continent’s natural and
human resources.

Reckless commercial banks
and international agencies
which lent the money should
share the blame for the debt
crisis. Many loans were made
to undemocratic, corrupt
political regimes, and the
money either lined the
pockets of government
officials or was squandered
on unprofitable investment
projects.

Its specific aims are:
● to introduce students to some of
the ideas with which they need to
be familiar in order to complete a
question for homework
● to encourage students to evaluate
arguments and include evaluation
in written work.

THE ACTIVITY
The exercise presumes that
students have some knowledge of the
historical background of the debt
problem. They should also be aware
that the countries with the largest
debt in absolute terms are not the
countries that have the greatest
problems servicing their debt.
Students are divided into pairs and
given a set of cards, each of which
contains an argument either for or
against debt forgiveness. Each pair
must then complete three tasks
● arrange the cards in two columns
– one with arguments for debt
forgiveness, one with arguments
against
● rearrange the cards so that they
are in order of importance – the
most important argument at the
top
● feedback to the rest of the group.
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Very little of the money
borrowed has actually
“trickled down” to the poor,
but it is the poor who are
continually made to suffer as
a result of the debt
obligations because the
opportunity cost of debt
servicing is frequently
spending on health care and
education.

ECONOMICS IN THE CLASSROOM

Debt cancellation would not
make much difference in the
fight against poverty since
debt is only one of many
causes of poverty in less
economically developed
countries.

A total cancellation of debt
would be offset by a
reduction in aid flows. Many
creditors continue to provide
financial assistance to
developing countries, and
this flow of funds might
disappear if debt
cancellation becomes a
reality.

Most OECD countries fall
well short of the UN’s target
that they should spend
0.7% of GDP on foreign aid.
Clearly these economies
have the resources to
increase the amount of aid
that they give, so there is no
need to assume that
external finance will dry up
as a result of debt
cancellation.

In many cases the principal
sum of the debt has been
repaid many times over
through interest repayments.

The more economically
developed countries would
benefit from a debt write-off.
It would enable developing
countries to become more
productive and efficient, and
they would become better
markets for developed
countries’ exports.

For a country whose debt
servicing costs are greater
than its income from
exports, debt forgiveness is
the only escape.

There is a moral hazard if
there are no conditions for
debt forgiveness. If you
knew that your parents
would bail you out every
time you had money
problems, what would stop
you spending?

Debt forgiveness may create
a dependency culture,
meaning that some countries
never develop their own
mechanisms in order to
stand alone.

Caroline Loewenstein teaches at Strode’s College, Egham in Surrey and chairs the EBEA economics network.
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By: Jonathan Reynolds

The marketing of marketing
Figure 1: Attributes of marketers
There is currently a degree of
scepticism about the worth and
usefulness of marketing.
Criticism comes from three
main sources: from academics
and marketing practitioners,
from key personnel within some
companies (internal critics) and
from consumers (external
critics).This article concentrates
on some of the observations
being made within companies
and by consumers.
In the current business climate in
hard-pressed Western economies,
Source: Marketing Society, 2004
any activity within a
company that costs money
is likely to be scrutinised in
terms of its ability to deliver
I N T H E C U R R E N T B U S I N E S S C L I M AT E
“value”. Internal criticism
IN HARD-PRESSED WESTERN
of marketing, therefore, is
linked with the move within
ECONOMIES, ANY ACTIVITY WITHIN
businesses towards greater
A C O M PA N Y T H AT C O S T S M O N E Y
internal accountability.

I S L I K E LY T O B E S C R U T I N I S E D

In this respect, marketing
IN TERMS OF ITS ABILITY TO
has three distinct
disadvantages. First, it is
D E L I V E R “ VA L U E ” .
not hard to discern what is
being spent on marketing –
the expense is hard to bury.
budget is wasted, I just don’t know
Second, it can be hard to identify
which half.”
what any specific marketing effort
has achieved, and even harder to
For these reasons, marketers are
place a definitive monetary value on
less well placed than some others to
any achievement. Third, marketing
answer convincingly the searching
effort is notoriously “hit and miss”.
question: “We know what you
As the famous adage usually
costing the company, but what’s
attributed to Lord Leverhulme goes:
your contribution to the bottom
“I know that half of my advertising
line?”
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Marketing effort is
intended to be visible. This is
a key attribute when things
are going well, but visibility is
dangerous whenever financial
pruning is the order of the
day. Marketers are illequipped to hide; a CEO on
a cost-cutting rampage soon
spots a marketing project that
can be axed. Marketing is
also there for the long haul.
This can be unfortunate when
businesses are concentrating on the
short term. An inability to
demonstrate guaranteed quick
returns is dangerous when every
activity is liable to be judged on its
ability to deliver quickly.
Many CEOs can be sceptical
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efforts. In 2004, when sales of the
about the nature of marketing.
flagship product KitKat were in
“What are you – an art or a
serious decline, Nestlé’s managing
science?” Marketers are hard
pressed to answer. If they claim to be director remarked that “ the
a science, then CEOs will look for an advertising has not delivered – we
have created ads to win awards, not
exactitude that marketing cannot
to get people to buy our products”.
deliver: “So what’s your output?
No doubt, then, about the yardstick
How do you quantify it? And where
by which marketers’ efforts are to be
are the returns showing up in our
measured: never mind how pretty it
revenue stream? If what you do
is, we want to see sales in return for
cannot be measured, then it’s
the investment in time, energy and
probably not worth doing.” If,
money by the marketing department.
however, marketers claim their
pursuit to be, at least in part,
a creative art form, and
licensed to take occasional
“ W E N O W H AV E M O R E
leaps based on intuition
rather than rock-hard
C O - O R D I N AT E D A N D B E T T E R
evidence, they risk incurring
MARKETING BOTH IN AND OUT OF
the wrath of hard-nosed
number crunchers who tend
STORE. WE LAUNCHED A NEW
to believe that good products
C A M PA I G N I N C L U D I N G T E L E V I S I O N
simply sell themselves.
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What happens when the traditional
work breaks such as tea breaks start
to disappear and most people have
time only for a snatched lunch?
Consumer habits change. Sandwich
suppliers flourish, as do salad bars
that cater for a more healthconscious clientele. Where does
KitKat fit into this lifestyle? It is not
easy for marketers to come up with
an answer that will deliver the goods
in the timescale usually demanded
by shareholders and CEOs. Any
marketing approach is
unlikely to stay effective
over a long period – both
the product, and the
supporting promotional
effort, may require regular
refocusing.

At Marks & Spencer,
marketers have had some
success in revitalising a
A
D
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E
R
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R
A
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product line by adjusting its
Figure 1 summarises the
image. In a recent Annual
attributes of marketers that
S T O R E F O O D TA S T I N G S . ”
Report, Marks & Spencer
are most frequently cited in
admitted: “We have failed to
a survey of CEOs and
inform our customers about
CMOs. One challenge for
our outstanding quality, healthy food
In the world of marketing, people
any business is how to retain the
and other unique features.” The
often say “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix
claimed virtues on the left, while
company went on to outline the
it” and “Never change a winning
constraining, harnessing and
steps it had taken to improve its
team”. These sayings do, however,
ameliorating the alleged vices on the
position: “We now have more
co-ordinated and better marketing
imply that things that are broken
right.
both in and out of store. We
need to be fixed, and losing teams
launched a new campaign including
need to be freshened up. Here lies a
INTERNAL
television advertising, in-store décor
challenge for marketers. They
ACCOUNTABILITY
and store food tastings.” The latest
operate in a highly dynamic world,
results show that Marks & Spenser’s
and they need not only to identify
It is easy for critics to cite
food business has “continued its
and consider the implications of
unsuccessful, even disastrous,
strong performance” – a success in
market trends on their own activity,
marketing campaigns. It is also far
which some noteworthy television
but also to anticipate and prepare for advertising and some skilful
too easy for them to overlook or
change.
ignore campaigns that have
marketing has probably made a
contributed to a product’s successful
significant contribution.
Nestlé is a case in point. Its slogan
launch or (equally important) to its
“Have a break! Have a KitKat!”
life-extending recovery.
resonated with consumers when
MEDIA FRAGMENTATION
their lifestyles, both at home and in
Nestlé managers have been critical
the workplace, included breaks.
of the effectiveness of its marketers’
Marketers have always had to
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Figure 2: Evidence of UK media fragmentation

becoming increasingly difficult to
make sufficient consumers aware
that a product exists in a costeffective way. Figure 2 illustrates the
changing pattern of advertising
spend between different media over
the past decade. (See back cover for
a full-colour version.) Note the
source: WARC, the World
Advertising Research Centre
(www.warc.com). It produces the
very useful Marketing Pocket Books.
EXTERNAL CRITICISM

Source: Advertising Association, WARC 2005

consider problems of placement.
Which advertising forms and outlets
offer the best value for money?
Which are most likely to reach the
greatest proportion of the intended
recipients? As long as typical groups
of British consumers could be relied
on to buy particular newspapers and
magazines and to watch particular
television channels, marketers could
identify fruitful outlets that
guaranteed a large reading or
viewing audience. There was a time
when decisions on placing were
comparatively straightforward.
Developments in television
highlight a key problem currently
facing advertising managers, and
that is media fragmentation. There is
a growing number of potential
consumers with access to many
television channels that carry
advertising. The audience is spread
over a larger number of channels,
and viewing patterns are changing.
There is evidence that television is
also losing viewers to competing
“attractions” such as the internet.
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Patterns of readership of newspapers
and magazines are also beginning to
fragment and reshape. We are
witnessing media fragmentation on a
grand scale.
This makes it increasingly tough
for advertisers, however talented, to
reach a large enough intended
audience. It has always been difficult
to persuade some people to buy.
Within a given budget, it is

Figure 3: Too many coffee choices

Marketing departments are not
just internally accountable. Firms are
increasingly being held to account by
their customers. Responses from
customers tend to suggest that
although consumers acknowledge a
role for marketing, they are critical
of much of its present form. They
are looking for a shift in emphasis: a
greater commitment from
advertisers to provide useful (even
valuable) information in intelligible
form, and a reduction in
promotional pap that seeks merely to
persuade.
Marketers are also accused of
failing to take sufficient
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consumer data is the retailer Tesco. It
benefits of data-gathering are not
responsibility for the effects that the
is now in a position not only to know
hard to understand. The more that a
products and services they are
where many of its consumers live,
firm knows its potential customers –
promoting may have on people’s
but how they reach the store, at what
their buying preferences and habits,
lifestyles. Consumers now know, for
time they normally arrive to do their
the main market segments, etc. – the
example, that sugar-laden foodstuffs
shopping, what they tend to buy,
more closely it can target its
that once were claimed to give
and how frequently they restock that
marketing effort and the more it can
energy or to help one “work, rest
same item. One must assume that
inform consumers.
and play” may also contribute to illTesco would not be doing
health and may make
this data-gathering unless it
children increasingly
was confident of being able
hyperactive. Most
to use at least some of the
consumers are also aware
information to its own
that they should limit their
CONSUMERS ARE ALSO BECOMING
advantage. However, the
daily intake of salt. As a
EDGY ABOUT THE TYPE AND
costs associated with sifting,
result, pressure is being
A
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sorting and making sense of
exerted on the food industry
customer data are
not only to amend
B U S I N E S S E S A R E A B L E T O C O L L E C T.
considerable, and for some
promotional practices but
businesses the benefits of
also product content. In
expenditure in this area may
addition, companies are
turn out to be more
under greater scrutiny with
imagined than real.
regard to how they source
Some businesses claim that
their supplies, and the terms and
Some consumer groups are
detailed knowledge of the market is
conditions that they offer to their
beginning to question whether
good for consumers, because it
suppliers.
marketers have moved from a world
means that they can avoid blanket
of transparent, legitimate datacoverage. Few young adults, for
Many consumers are critical of the
gathering for market research into a
example, appreciate a leaflet
explosion of choice brought about
world of covert, barely legitimate
exhorting them to install a stair lift.
by marketers’ predilection for
and hardly justifiable “spying”.
By the same token, not every senior
offering variations on a theme. Take
Some claim that businesses are
citizen is flattered to receive an
the offerings of a leading coffee
collecting information that could be
house, for example. Figure 3 suggests invitation by phone or letter to
used to influence consumer
purchase products claiming to
that it could take somebody up to 17
behaviour in underhand ways.
revitalise some of the most intimate
years to sample every variant if you
purchased one cup of coffee a day
from the coffee house. Marketing
commentator Alan Mitchell has
pointed out that choices are not cost
free. Consumers are often aware that
the main objective of a business
which offers increased choice is to
increase its own market share.

CONSUMER PRIVACY
Consumers are also becoming
edgy about the type and amount of
information that businesses are able
to collect. Business claims about the

aspects of their personal lives.
The number of sources from
which firms can gather data on
individuals’ spending patterns is on
the increase. Customers who pay
using a debit or credit card or who
use a loyalty card generate data for
businesses on their spending
patterns – what (and when) they
buy, and how far they travel in order
to shop. Businesses can also gather
information on spending patterns
from people who shop online.
One of the front runners in the
current fondness for amassing

One group that is campaigning
heavily against firms’ more intrusive
practices is Caspian (Consumers
Against Supermarket Privacy
Invasion And Numbering). The
group’s website (www.nocards.org)
records the lengths to which some
businesses will go in an attempt to
track their customers’ lifestyle and
spending habits. Caspian is
campaigning to raise awareness of
the threat posed by the increasing
use of RFID (radio frequency
identification). These are devices –
no bigger than a grain of sand – that
17
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can be implanted in individual
products, assigning each product a
unique code and allowing it to be
tracked along the supply chain,
including into the home of the final
purchaser. Businesses claim that
RFID will be highly effective in
discouraging both shoplifting and
organised theft at points in the
supply chain. Its opponents claim
that, if widely adopted, RFID will
represent a massive invasion of
personal privacy for no valid or
commercially justifiable reason.
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independent consumer organisation
that monitors food producers’ claims
and practices, decided to investigate
the accuracy of the claims made in
the marketing hype that surrounded
that Sunny Delight’s launch. Sunny
Delight did not stand up well to
scrutiny – it was not such “good
stuff” after all. Nor did some of its
marketers score too well when one of
their flights of fancy – a commercial
showing a snowman turning orange
in response to drinking the product
– turned out to be rather too close to
reality for comfort.

CONSUMERS
FIGHT BACK
The potential offered
M A R K E T I N G D O E S H AV E A P O O R
by the internet for
gathering data and for
IMAGE – AND IS ITSELF IN NEED OF
influencing hearts and
SOME BETTER MARKETING – BUT IN
minds through powerful
propaganda is not
MY VIEW IT HAS NOT YET REACHED
restricted to firms
A POINT OF NO RETURN AND IS
wanting to sell us
C E R TA I N LY N O T B E Y O N D R E S C U E .
something. Consumer
groups have recognised
the internet’s potential
for passing on
A POSITIVE CONCLUSION
information that some firms would
Finally, a few words in defence of
prefer to keep buried and which
marketing
and some of its practices.
certainly does not feature in their
Creative advertising can be very
own marketing output. In recent
effective not only in raising
years, many big firms have suffered
consumer awareness through giving
adverse publicity on the internet in
information but also in influencing
relation to their products and/or
consumer behaviour through
their practices. These “victims”
reasoned persuasion. Some
include Nestlé, McDonald’s,
commercials have a legitimate claim
Starbucks, Philip Morris Inc,
to excellence. Moreover, marketing
successes are by no means confined
Imperial Tobacco, Nike and Dow
to the commercial, profit-making
Chemical Company.
sectors of the economy. Some major
Some consumer group campaigns
charities have become adept at
against particular products have
deploying marketing techniques to
been spectacularly successful. One
promote their causes, and it would
new product that had its meteoric
be hard to argue that all of their
rise curtailed was Sunny Delight.
activities are detrimental to human
welfare.
The Food Commission, an
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The successful outcome of some
government campaigns can also be
attributed, at least in part, to mastery
of marketing practices borrowed
from the world of industry and
commerce. Some would argue, for
example, that the recent relatively
smooth introduction of the policy to
ban smoking in public places
throughout Scotland owes much to
the skill with which the campaign
was conducted through the media.
It would be hard to argue that
marketing is currently in good
standing. It is important, however, to
maintain a distinction between a tool
and those who wield it; between
an occupation and those who
currently practise it. Much
current marketing practice may
have lost its way and be heading
in a wrong direction. Marketing
does have a poor image – and is
itself in need of some better
marketing – but in my view it
has not yet reached a point of
no return and is certainly not
beyond rescue.

Dr Jonathan Reynolds lectures in
management studies at the Said
Business School and is director of the
Oxford Institute of Retail Management.

BUSINESS IN THE CLASSROOM

By: Darran Jones

Persuasive and informative
advertising
The aim of this lesson is to
develop an understanding of the
difference between persuasive
and informative advertising.
Its specific objectives are to:

● define informative advertising

stated on the packaging.

● discuss the moral issues
surrounding persuasive
advertising.

● give examples of persuasive
advertising

RESOURCES

You also require examples of
adverts. These could be collected
from any accessible source, such as
magazines and newspapers.You
could make your own video of
television adverts or make up a set of
web links. There should be two
selections, providing examples of
persuasive and informative
advertising respectively.You also
need the worksheet (see page 20).

● define persuasive advertising
● give examples of informative
advertising

The lesson requires three packets
of crisps, each with a different
flavour. Before the lesson open each
packet and swap the contents, so
that no packet contains the flavour

The lesson plan
INTRODUCTION
We are going to talk about
something you are all experts
in... food.
Here are three packets of crisps –
consuming them will give you special
powers.
● Salt & vinegar – will make you
attractive to all women/men
● Plain – will make you rich and
famous

crisp – “we all want to see if it
works”.
The crisps are not the flavour
expected – “what a surprise, you are
not getting what you thought. The
packaging and advertising seduced
you to choose that flavour – yet it’s
not quite what you imagined.”
DEVELOPMENT

● Cheese and onion – will make you
intelligent and wise

Define persuasive advertising –
appealing to our wants and needs in
order to persuade us to part with our
money.

Now I need a volunteer to choose
a packet... why that one? What if I
described crisps as:

Give out the worksheet, and ask
students to write out a definition of
persuasive advertising.

slices of potato, fried in homogenised
animal fat, with added salt,
emulsified with E47 flavourings and
E67 added colourings that can lead
to health problems such as high
blood pressure
This doesn’t quite have the same
ring as saying they make you sexy,
rich or wise. It might not sell quite so
many bags of crisps.
The volunteer should now be
invited to open the packet and taste a

Ask students to look at the video or
magazine adverts. Get them to jot
down which need, want or emotion
each advert is trying to appeal to.
Is it right to tempt us in this way?
Again ask students to jot down some
of their thoughts in the space
provided on the worksheet. Get some
feedback from pupils.
What is the alternative? Why don’t
businesses just describe the product
and what it does?

Refer students back to the adverts
they have just seen. Would they have
quite the same impact if they were
simply informative?
Repeat the exercise with some
examples of informative advertising.
Define informative advertising – an
advert that just describes the
functions of a product – and ask
students to write out a definition on
the worksheet. Get them to use the
worksheet to evaluate the examples
of informative advertising.

CONCLUSION
What is persuasive advertising?
How do adverts try to persuade us to
buy by:
● use of music
● use of someone famous
● a saying
● images
● other ways....?
Is it right?

Darran Jones teaches at Christleton
High School, Chester.
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Advertising
“The future’s bright, the future’s...”

“Every little helps...”

Persuasive advertising is....

Watch the video or look at the adverts and write down which emotions, needs or desires the
adverts are trying to appeal to in order to get us to buy the product...
ADVERT

EMOTION/NEED/WANT

1
2
3
4
5

Is it right to tempt us in this way?

Informative advertising is....

ADVERT
1
2
3
4
5

Is it right to tempt us in this way?
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By: Jamie Stadden

Size matters
This is a resource for GCSE
Business students. It has been
designed in response to a
common question in our
lessons: “which is the biggest
company in the world?” Some
obvious contenders suggested by
students’ were Samsung,
Wal-Mart, Microsoft and
Coca-Cola, but few students saw
this as a 3-D issue. I developed
information cards for six
companies with six different
statistics, all of which could be
used to assess the company’s
size. I chose the firms
deliberately so that there was no
clear “winner” and hoped it
would prompt lots of debate.
This task was designed to take
30 minutes, with a 20-minute group
task and a whole class conclusion
lasting ten minutes. I split the class
into groups of four and asked them
to place six firms in descending
order of size. I gave no instruction as
to how they should approach the
task. The groups came to different
conclusions and created a very
interesting lesson.
I chose some familiar companies
(a local firm, Cadbury’s) and firms
they would not previously have
encountered such as W.S. Atkins and
Compass. Would recognition of the
company name be considered by
some students an indication of
company size? (Coca-Cola is the
second most recognised word in the
world after OK, and perhaps one
reason why students suggest
Coca-Cola when asked to name
large companies.)
I also elected to use quite difficult
terminology with the group. The task

would interest them and, at the same
time, introduce them to terms like
pre-tax profit, dividend yield, market

capitalisation (which we equated to
company value) and what was meant
by “earning £35,000+”.

THE COMPANIES

Severn Trent
Utility company
Staff:
Earning £35,000+:
Turnover:
Pre-tax profit:
Market capitalisation:
Dividend yield:

5,087
7%
2,081,200,000
713,300,000
3,526,170,000
5.09%

Cadbury Schweppes
Food and drink manufacturer
Staff:
Earning £35,000+:
Turnover:
Pre-tax profit:
Market capitalisation:
Dividend yield:

6,831
15%
3,127,000,000
344,000,000
11,686,160,000
2.44%

Compass
Contract caterer
Staff:
Earning £35,000+:
Turnover:
Pre-tax profit:
Market capitalisation:
Dividend yield:

74,889
4%
12,704,000,000
711,000,000
4,704,730,000
4.73%

Mothercare
Retailer
Staff:
Earning £35,000+:
Turnover:
Pre-tax profit:
Market capitalisation:
Dividend yield:

5,208
3%
447,400,000
11,400,000
256,060,000
2.9%
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THE COMPANIES (CONTINUED

Carphone Warehouse
Mobile telecoms retailer

S U R P R I S I N G LY A L L G R O U P S

Staff:
Earning £35,000+:
Turnover:
Pre-tax profit:
Market capitalisation:
Dividend yield:

6,664
6%
1,290,690,000
32,540,000
2,070,160,000
1.14%

IN THE CLASS FOCUSED ON
A L L S I X S TA T I S T I C S
PROVIDED, REGARDLESS OF
T H E C O M PA N Y N A M E .

W.S. Atkins
Engineering consultancy
Staff:
Earning £35,000+:
Turnover:
Pre-tax profit:
Market capitalisation:
Dividend yield:

THE OUTCOME
Surprisingly all groups in the class
focused on all six statistics provided,
regardless of the company name.
Two groups took a highly
methodical approach: they tabulated
the results ranking companies 1–6
for each of the different aspects, with
the lowest scoring company being
declared the winner. One group
chose to work out the total staff
earnings using two of the given data
items.

The plenary gave students a
chance to think about other data
which would be helpful in
determining size. With students’
help, we suggested:

10,687
25%
950,000,000
28,200,000
762,490,000
2.02%

● which company employs the most
people

the pre-tax profit result by three, and
the market capitalisation and staff
results by two, giving a higher
weighting in their final result to these
areas.
Each group took ownership of
their different approaches and
defended their different rankings.
I asked a member of each group to
present their results on a table I had
created on the board. The result of a
class average was:

● which is the most valuable on the
stock market
● which has the greatest turnover?
The lesson was a success in
helping pupils to see that there is no
one way of assessing business size.

Jamie Stadden is on
the PGCE course at the
University of Worcester.

Another group nominated Severn
Trent as the biggest with its largest
profit, but claimed they used a
ranking approach when challenged.
However, they only included the
figures they considered to be
important. One group spent a long
time discussing the topic, moving the
cards up and down the ranking.

1

Cadbury

2

Compass

3

Severn Trent

4

W. S. Atkins

One group used a ranking system
with one very distinct difference.
They recognised that some figures
may be more of an indicator of size
than others. Once they had
completed the table they multiplied

5

Carphone Warehouse

6

Mothercare
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Stock market challenge
During my first term at
The King’s School Gloucester,
a co-educational independent
school with around 500 pupils
aged three to eighteen, my head
of department asked me to take
on the school’s internal share
competition.This article
describes the approach
I adopted using a third party
online platform.
When handed the brief, I began by
prioritising my objectives. Above all,
I wanted the pupils to enjoy the
experience and I felt that one way
this could be achieved was if they
were given control of their own
trading portfolios. Second, I wanted
the experience to be as real as
possible, so using live
data was essential.
Finally, with time at a
A B O V E A L L , I WA N T E D T H E P U P I L S
premium, especially as I
am an NQT, I had to
TO ENJOY THE EXPERIENCE AND I
ensure that once the
F E LT T H A T O N E W A Y T H I S C O U L D B E
competition was up and
running there would be
A C H I E V E D WA S I F T H E Y W E R E G I V E N
minimal day-to-day
CONTROL OF THEIR OWN TRADING
maintenance.

PORTFOLIOS.
Initial plans focused on
developing a spreadsheet
that would download
share information from
competition through a third party
the internet and that would calculate
platform online.
team portfolios. However, this would
After spending a few hours
not only have taken a significant
searching the internet for possible
amount of time, but it failed to meet
vehicles that could run the
my first objective of putting the
pupils in control, as all trading would competition I discovered
www.bullbearings.co.uk. It
have had to go through myself. So,
rather than downloading the data, I
immediately became apparent that
thought why not look to run the
this is the “fantasy football” of the

stock market world. The site
markets itself as a “virtual
online trading website” that
allows members to trade with a
virtual £100,000 and compete
against friends, colleagues and
other members. And, its free! I
promptly set up an account,
which took a matter of minutes.
First impressions were very
positive and, as with any good
site, I felt that even an internet
novice would manage the
superbly intuitive interface. This was
important, as I wanted to encourage
pupils from Year 7 through to Sixth
Form to enter the competition,
irrespective of their existing business
knowledge. The site therefore had to
be accessible to all.
As you can see from the
screenshot, information is clearly
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presented. The site uses colour to
indicate rising or falling prices,
which makes understanding even
easier. Buying and selling can be
achieved with a few clicks, as can
viewing the league tables.
Bullbearings uses live share prices,
and traders can buy and sell as often
or as little as they desire. Pupils find
this aspect particularly engaging as
they feel that they are competing in
the real world rather than simply
within a school environment. The
site also offers ample research tools,
ranging from heatmaps and blogs to
news and charts, providing all the
current stock market facts and
figures. However, the key feature is
that all information is presented in a
manner that is easy to understand,
thereby allowing anyone to make
informed decisions.
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information rather than seek help for
technical difficulties. Each time they
were extremely prompt with replies
and very helpful. They even
provided a direct link to the league
table that I could place on the
school’s website, so that even people
not in the competition could check
out how all the teams were
performing.
The site does have some room for
improvement and the founder is
looking to develop the resource so
that it can offer a more tailored
package for educational institutions.
It would, for example, be helpful if
the administrator was able to restrict
the markets that teams can invest in.
It would be useful to have statistics
on each of the teams in the league –
statistics such as who was accessing
their account the most, which team
was making the most trades, and the
biggest daily risers and fallers. This
would be particularly beneficial if
the administrator was writing
periodic updates on the competition
for a school magazine or website.

From an administration
perspective, the site is a real pleasure
to use. It is very easy to set up a
league, which can be password
protected so only those who know
the password can enter a team into
the league. Pupils
set up a team,
they then go to
the administrator
T H E D E PA RT M E N T H A S A L S O L I N K E D
who keys in the
THE EXERCISE TO THE TOPIC OF
password to allow
the team into the
EXTERNAL INFLUENCES, AND HOW
league. The
T H E Y I M PA C T U P O N A B U S I N E S S
administrator is
able to remove
A N D C A N U LT I M A T E LY R E F L E C T I N
any team from
F L U C T U AT I N G S H A R E P R I C E S .
the league at any
time – so if
competition rules
have been broken,
then the administrator has complete
The competition has proved
control to act accordingly.
extremely useful from a teaching
Essentially, once the league is set up
perspective. The way it encourages
and the teams have entered, there is
pupils to connect current affairs with
very little maintenance.
shifts in market prices is very
I did contact the Bullbearings
support desk on several occasions in
the early stages to find out
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worthwhile – the idea of recognising
and linking cause and effect being a
valuable skill. The department has

also linked the exercise to the topic
of external influences, and how they
impact upon a business and can
ultimately reflect in fluctuating share
prices. However I believe that, at the
very least, the game encourages
pupils to take a more discerning
interest in the wider world and this
above anything else has to be a very
positive outcome.

The internet-based nature of
the competition allows me to
not only trade whenever I
want, but I can immediately
access a wealth of information
at the click of a mouse.
John Burton, upper sixth
economist

Overall, this site is very accessible,
it makes share trading simple and
brings the experience to life for the
pupils. I would thoroughly
recommend www.bullbearings.co.uk
to anyone who was looking to run a
stock market competition.

If you want to see whether you
can make millions in share trading
go to www.bullbearings.co.uk
and click the “Join Here” button.
Registration only requires a name,
address and a working email
address – and you can be trading
within minutes! Should you wish
to join (or set up) a league, then
click “Your league options” after
registering your trading account.

Mark Evetts teaches at The King’s
School, Gloucester.
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By: Peter Davies and Richard Dunnill

Improving learning by
focusing on variation
Most advice on how to improve
students’ learning and raise
their grades comes in the form
of generic strategies.These offer
ground rules that can be applied
in a similar way across all
subjects, such as setting targets,
using starter activities, and
taking account of learning
styles. But what matters most is
whether students really
understand topics in business
and economics in the way that
we want them to.Why not focus
on the heart of the matter?
Especially when there is
evidence that it works.
Consider the example of
breakeven. This is a way of
understanding what affects the level
of profit a business makes. It is quite
a complex way of understanding
profit because it is a way of
connecting up changes in prices,
sales, fixed costs and variable costs.
The everyday understanding of
profit that students bring to their
business studies lessons does not
usually include all of these
dimensions (such as fixed costs) and
it certainly does not connect them
up. If we want students to
understand profit in the way
depicted in a breakeven graph, they
need to compare instances in which
the pattern of price, sales, fixed and
variable costs varies. We focus
students’ attention on whatever
variation we provide in our teaching.
When we provide examples of fixed
costs and variable costs, we focus
students’ attention on that dimension
of variation in classifying costs. If

want them to understand breakeven
(as opposed to being able to
reproduce a diagram that they
cannot really use), then we need to
apply the same principle of variation
to understanding changes in profit.
In what follows, we try to explain
how and why.
VARIATION IN
UNDERSTANDING
Recent work (Pang and Marton,
2003, 2005) that has been carried
out in Hong Kong on economics
education provides a valuable model
for improving students’ learning by
focusing on variation. There are four
main aspects in focusing teaching on
variation:
● as teachers we need to be clear
about the distinct aspects of the
phenomenon that might vary
● we should identify how these
dimensions of variation are related
to our learning
● we should plan our teaching to
highlight variation in the
dimension (or dimensions) that
are most strongly related to our
learning objective
● we should be attentive to what
students say and do in a lesson in
order to recognise in their talk and
their writing the way in which
they are understanding the
phenomenon so that we can direct
their attention to variation that will
help them to progress.
Pang and Marton report the
outcomes from using this approach
to improve students’ understanding
of “price”. There has been a long

history of “phenomenographic”
research (Marton and Dahlgren,
1978; Dahlgren, 1979; Pong, 1997)
that has aimed to identify the
different conceptions of price that
students (and adults) may hold. The
initial research identified two main
conceptions: that price is what
something is worth (that is, it is
related to the cost of producing it);
or that price is the outcome of the
interaction between supply and
demand.
Subsequent work (by Dahlgren
and Pong) showed that the
conception of price that students
used depended on the context:
students might explain the price of
houses in one way and the price of
food bought in the school canteen in
another way. This way of varying the
explanation according to the context
is reminiscent of the way prices were
explained by classical economists
(most notably, Adam Smith, 1904)
in the late eighteenth century. In a
largely agricultural economy,
economists like Smith were well
aware of the effects of gluts and
poor harvests on the short-term
price of produce, but they treated
the explanation of manufactured
goods prices in a rather different
way. Variation in the producer’s
ability to control supply was a very
important dimension in the way they
explained prices. In a similar fashion,
variation in the way that students
explain phenomena like price helps
us to understand the dimensions
they are focusing on and the overall
coherence or integration of their
thinking.
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Pang and Marton’s work focused
on students’ explanations for
changes in price. This represented
an important, though subtle, shift
from the earlier work. They began
their research by getting a group of
teachers to investigate the variation
in the conceptions of changes in
price held by the students they were
teaching. They identified five
different conceptions:
● change in price as an innate
characteristic (a change in what
the product is worth as a result of
a change in its quality)
● change in price as a function of
change in demand
● change in price as a function of
change in supply
● change in price as a function of
change in supply and change in
demand
● change in price as a function of
the relative change in supply and
change in demand (which change
is greater).
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IDENTIFYING VARIATION IN
STUDENTS’ CONCEPTION
OF A PHENOMENON

been responsible for the finances of
a stall, they could imagine much of
what might be entailed.

The first task in planning to use
variation theory in lessons is to
clarify what we want students to
understand. What is the nature of the
phenomenon? We shall look at a
lesson in which a group of trainee
teachers were asked to teach
“breakeven” to a class of GCSE
Business Studies students. Breakeven
analysis is not itself a phenomenon;
it is a way of describing a
phenomenon. The phenomenon to
be explained is variation in profit or
loss. This is important in framing
questions so that students discover
the range of conceptions they might
hold. There is no point in asking
students about their understanding
of breakeven if they have not been
taught the concept. But whether
students have been taught breakeven
or not, they will have a conception of
what affects the profits of a business.
When they are taught breakeven,
their understanding of profits might
improve.

To explore students’
understanding of profits a leading
question was posed while students
were engaged in their work: “What
could you do to increase the profits
made by the stall?” Figure 1 has
extracts from a teacher’s
conversations with pupils. These
extracts indicate the variation in their
conceptions, and they suggest an
effect of the teacher’s intervention
on the conceptions that are
expressed. For example, Pupil 1
focuses on just one dimension of
variation: how many cans are sold.
Pupil 2 refers to two dimensions
(number of cans sold and the price
of the cans) but only after a prompt
(“anything else?”) from the teacher.
Although this prompt carefully
avoids feeding an explicit suggestion
(such as “what about the price?”) to
the student, it does encourage the
student to think that there may be
other relevant dimensions.

For their teaching they
Pupil 3 identifies four
decided that they wanted
dimensions: price,
students to develop the
advertising, how many cans
fifth of these conceptions
sold and fixed costs. Pupil 3
THEY BEGAN THEIR RESEARCH BY
of change in price: an
suggests fixed costs only after
outcome of relative
an oblique prompt from the
GETTING A GROUP OF TEACHERS TO
changes in supply and
teacher: “How do you
I N V E S T I G AT E T H E VA R I AT I O N I N T H E
demand. They chose a
calculate profits?” Again the
context that was very
teacher is careful not to feed a
CONCEPTIONS OF CHANGES IN
familiar to the students’
response, but tries to get the
PRICE HELD BY THE STUDENTS THEY
experience in Hong Kong
student to think more deeply
at that time: changes over
about the suggestions they
WERE TEACHING.
time in the price of face
have made. But when they
masks that were popular at
return to the problem with
the time of the SARS
the question “So how would
epidemic. The found that by
you work out whether your
Variation in GCSE students’
focusing their teaching on the
advertising would increase profits?”
conceptions of profit was
simultaneous variation in supply and
the student’s current thinking is
investigated in the context of a piece
demand they significantly improved
exhausted. This student is beginning
of work they were carrying out on a
the understanding of students in an
to integrate their thinking
drinks stall at a school fete. This
intervention group when compared
(advertising affects costs as well as
context had been chosen because it
with students in a control group who fell within their experience. Even
revenue) but they have not discerned
a variation in revenue-costs as sales
though they were unlikely to have
were taught in a traditional manner.
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Figure 1: Examples of conversations between teacher (T) and pupils (P)
change (which is implied by their
other responses).
In contrast, Pupil 4 has understood
the importance of the variation
between revenue-costs and cans sold
(which is treated as equivalent to
cans bought). So this answer is the
most clearly integrated out of the
four pupils to speak so far. However,
Pupil 4 does not refer to dimensions
that affect revenue and costs (such
as advertising and fixed costs). In the
first part of the conversation with
Pupil 5 the student begins by
concentrating on attracting
customers through advertising and
stocking the type of products the
customers prefer. Pupil 5 links these
ideas on the basis that the more they
sell the higher profits will be, and
reinforces this idea with the notion of
bulk buying to reduce variable costs
(but with reference to fixed costs or
the effect of advertising and market
research on fixed costs). The teacher
later returns to this point in the
second half of the conversation.
Again the prompt “How will you
calculate profit?” is used to try to get
the student to integrate the different
dimensions. The teacher resorts to a
more direct prompt “Will the
advertising be free?” when the
student seems to be struggling to
make the connection.
These conversations reveal
differences in the dimensions and
structure of variation that the
students are identifying. The
dimensions of variation are either
single (as in advertising or market
research) or relational (as in a
concept of revenue as sales times
price or profit as revenue minus
cost). Pupil 1 only uses a single
dimension (number of cans sold)
while Pupil 2 does think in terms of
a relational dimension (price and
number of cans sold affecting
revenue). The conceptions put
forward by the students also vary in

T
P1
T
P1

How could you increase profits?
By selling more cans, buying more cans from the wholesaler.
Anything else?
Not sure.

T
P2
T
P2
T
P2
T

How could you increase profits?
Sell more cans.
Anything else?
Increase the price.
Anything else?
No
If you changed any of these things would there be any
repercussions? Would anything else be affected?
If you increase the price you might not be able to sell as many.

P2
T
P3
T
P3
T
P3
T
P3
T
P3

How could you increase profits?
You could put the price up or use advertising.
How would advertising help?
You would sell more so your revenue would go up and your profits.
So how do you calculate profits?
Oh hold on, you would have to pay for it wouldn’t you?
Go on.
Your fixed costs would get bigger as well as your revenue.
So how would you work out whether your advertising would
increase profits?
Don’t know.

T
P4
T
P4

How could you increase profits?
By putting the price up and by buying less.
How would that work?
Well if you put the price up you would sell less so you’d have to
buy less. Say if you put price up to 60p and you sold 15 instead
of 20. [Starts working out on calculator]

T
P5
T
P5

How could you increase profits?
Advertising
How would that affect profits?
You would attract people and they would buy more and that would
boost profits.
Anything else
You could use questionnaires...find out what products people want
more of and what they want less of.
How would that affect profits?
You could see what people want more of and stock more of that
and less of the other stuff. Then you would sell more and make
more profit.
Is there any connection between these two examples in what leads
to a rise in profit?
Yeah its about attracting more customers and then you sell more.
Anything else that could affect profits?
You could put the price up or maybe buy in bulk and then you
would get the drink cheaper.

T
P5
T
P5
T
P5
T
P5

[...later...]
T
Can I go back to your first example, using advertising. Tell me
again why that would increase profit.
P5 You would get more customers and sell more, so more profit.
T
So how do you calculate profit?
P5 You take the variable cost away from the revenue?
T
And?
P5 Fixed costs as well
T
So is the advertising going to be free?
P5 No, it will add to fixed costs, running costs.
T
Which one do you think?
P5 To fixed costs because it won’t change when you sell more.
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Figure 2: Dimensions and structure of variation
the total cost function does not go
through the origin. The teacher
identified this problem when helping
students individually, and drew it to
their attention from the front of the
class. As a result at least one student
was observed to change their graph
so that the cost function was no
longer kinked. The focus in teaching
on variation in output was crucial.
PLANNING FUTURE
TEACHING

structure. Pupil 3 uses a notion of
revenue as sales times price but also
suggests that sales will be affected by
advertising which will also affect
costs. Figure 2 illustrates the
differences between these three
students.
When students are asked to draw a
breakeven chart, they are
representing the effects of all of
these relationships. A cursory look at
Figure 2, and the conversations in
Figure 1, show that this requires a
complex understanding. The ability
to produce conventional breakeven
charts in a lesson may, therefore,
hide a very incomplete
understanding of profit. This was
illustrated later in the lesson after the
conversations reported in Figure 1.
The students worked out a table of
figures to show how their total
revenue, total cost and fixed cost
varied with output (sales). The first
row of their table showed an output
of 10 so when they drew their
graphs they appeared as in Figure 3.
This left the students with a problem
of how (if at all) to connect the lines
up to the vertical axis. The students’
work fell into one of three categories:
● they accurately drew the graphs as
in Figure 3, but did not connect
either line to the axes
28

● they accurately drew the graphs
and connected the lines
appropriately to the axes showing
the total cost as £450 when
output was zero
● they accurately drew the graphs
but then connected both lines to
the origin creating a kink in the
total cost function.
Only students in the middle
category provide evidence that they
understood that they were graphing
a continuous relationship and that
the breakeven situation is created by
the existence of fixed costs so that

The evidence from the
conversations in the lesson, and the
way in which students dealt with the
problem of joining their graphs to
the vertical axis in the breakeven
diagram, suggests a diagnosis of the
problem they were facing. If we look
again at Figure 2 we can see that the
explanations of Pupils 1–3 refer only
to dimensions of variation to the left
of the diagram. None of these
students answers the question
directly in terms of the relationship
between costs and revenue. When
they undertook the activity of
producing the breakeven graph they
faced a disconnection between the
terms of their current thinking about
profit and the task of producing a

Figure 3: Breakeven chart for fete stall
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Figure 4: Initial activity for students
You have the opportunity to run a stall at a summer fete. You have to
choose which stall you wish to run – you have a choice of three. You will
be allowed to keep any profit you make, but if you make a loss you will
have to pay for that from your own money. Look at this information
carefully and decide which stall you would prefer to run. The fete starts at
10am and closes at 4pm.
Stall 1: A stall selling fizzy drinks
To run this stall, you will have to pay £50 to cover the hire of the stall itself.
You will be able to buy cans of fizzy drinks from the wholesaler at 30p a
can. You have been advised that in previous fetes fizzy drinks have been
sold for 50p.
Stall 2: A Scalextric racing stall
This will cost you £50 to hire the stall and £580 to hire the slot car racing
equipment and the person who will operate the equipment for you. You
will be able to have up to six cars racing at any one time. Last year this
was a very popular stall. People were charged £1 a time to race and the
winner received a £2 prize. You can run a maximum of 20 races in an
hour.
Stall 3: A hot dog and burger stall
This stall will cost you £50 to cover the hire of the stall and £100 to hire
the cooking equipment and the pay for the insurance. Each hot dog or
burger will cost you 50p in ingredients. Last year hot dogs and burgers in
buns sold for £1.50 each.

breakeven graph. They could follow
the instructions and produce a graph
from the figures they had calculated,
but that did not mean they really
understood what the graph was
representing.

one of the three opportunities. Each
time the students have chosen which
of the three stalls they will run, ask a
student to pull a card from a bag to
see how many customers there have
been at each stall. A set of cards is
provided in Figure 5. (These will
need to be cut into strips of three.)
After each round, once the card
(one row from Figure 5) has been
taken from the bag, students should
be asked to mark on their breakeven
chart template (Appendix 1) the
fixed cost, total cost and revenue for
their stalls. Students should be given
a chance to switch from one stall to
another as each round progresses
but they need to record on their
templates which stall they chose in
each round. A summary of results
for easy reference is presented in
Appendix 2. When three rounds are
complete the students should be
asked to join up the points on their
graphs to produce breakeven graphs.
If time allows, an extension activity
could focus on the effects of

Figure 5: Cards to show how many customers for each stall

Following the advice of Pang and
Marton, when planning the lesson
we should focus on variation on the
right-hand side of the diagram in
Figure 2: that is, variation in the way
that costs and revenue change with
changes in output (sales). We cannot
do this if we offer students only one
example (such as a drinks stand at a
fete). We have to present them with
different examples of costs and
revenue varying with output and
explicitly ask them to compare these
examples. Figure 4 provides a
suggestion for some initial group
work. In this activity, you would tell
the students they will have to choose
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advertising the stall (see Appendices 3
and 4). Students could be told that
they can pay £50 for posters to be
put up around the fete advertising
their stall and showing people where
the stall is located. After the initial
activity of choosing a stall and
building the breakeven graph has
been completed, students could be
asked to write an account of “What
affects the level of profit made by a
stall at a fete?” They could be asked
to review what they have written
using a version of Figure 2, without
the labels P1, P2, etc. Working in
pairs, students could be asked to
mark on one of these diagrams
which links have been referred to in
their partner’s answer to the
question: “What affects the level of
profit made by a stall at a fete?”
They might revise their answer for
homework.

SUMMARY
Good teaching focuses students’
attention on critical variations in
dimensions of phenomena (such as
profits or price) and the ways in
which these dimensions are related.
The trick is to help students to focus
on the crucial variations rather than
those that are incidental to the
learning objectives. The place is to
start is to clarify the phenomenon
that students should understand. In
the case of breakeven, the
phenomenon is profit. The objective
is to help students to understand
profit in the terms shown by a
breakeven graph. Having clarified
the nature of the phenomenon, the
next step is to investigate the
dimensions of the phenomenon to
which students currently pay
attention in their explanations. When
we know the way in which students
tend to understand a phenomenon
we can plan more effectively to
change that conception to something
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more sophisticated. This change is
most likely to be accompanied by
tasks that focus students’ attention
on the critical dimension of variation
and which get them to reflect on the
way in which they are understanding
the phenomenon.

Peter Davies is professor of education
policy and Richard Dunnill is head of
education at Staffordshire University.
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By: Marco Roncarati, Alex Brassey, Paul Bridges, Caroline Creaby, Guy Holder and Adam Unwin

Does the use of inter-group competition enhance
performance in short-term summative testing?
Research has been undertaken
in business studies and
economics departments of
schools in North London to
investigate whether inter-group
competition, as opposed to
collaboration, enhances or
detracts from assessment
performance.The tentative
conclusion reached is that intergroup competition, relative to
collaboration, improves
assessment performance and
related learning.This paper
represents our collective
findings and conclusions.
Our intention was to investigate
whether inter-group competition,
compared to collaborative or
co-operative inter-group work,
enhances or detracts from written
assessment performance in business
and economics education (BEE). We
focused on the objective output,
namely actual test results on
AVCE/Applied, GCSE and A level
courses. Our hypothesis was that
using inter-group competition
enhances performance in short-term
summative testing.
The research was undertaken
within business studies and
economics departments of various
mixed, girls-only and boys-only
schools, including comprehensives,
sixth form colleges and independent
schools. We met regularly to discuss
research strategy and
implementation, and contributed to
each other’s work. We all undertook
primary research in two schools,
staying three months in each school.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
There is little in the educational
research literature on the effects of
32

inter-group competition in this
subject area. However, there is an
abundance of literature, supported
by psychological, educational and
motivational research, addressing the
value of collaborative group work
compared to individually
competitive work, which, though
fun, purportedly diminishes
performance.
We argue that results from
collaborative learning may be
impressive in their own right, and
compared to individual learning, but
are not necessarily more impressive
than the product of inter-group
competition. Our investigation
compares the products of intragroup and inter-group collaboration
(group members and groups
completing tasks together) with
intra-group collaboration and intergroup competition (group members
working together but competing
against other groups).

METHODOLOGY
In each school, we ran at least one
experimental pair of lessons
(involving competitive and
collaborative techniques) with a class
of students. The students took a
written test – designed for the last
10 minutes of each lesson – with
five multiple-choice questions and
five corresponding one or two
sentence answer questions. The tests
from each pair of lessons form the
basis of comparison in our analysis,
with 17 sets of data involving 224
students from nine different schools.
Altogether 96 females and 128 males
were involved. There were 133
A level students, 9 AVCE students
and 82 GCSE students.

Numerous variables impinge on
the success of group work. We
attempted to hold these variables
constant as far as possible by using
the pair of lessons with the same
classes.
We ensured that competition was
as explicit as possible. The goal of
winning in inter-group competition
is less hostile than in individually
competitive scenarios. However,
students understood that they were
competing as a group, their relative
success was shown to them, and the
winning group got a prize. All
competitive lessons were established
with this dynamic and run on similar
lines.
Competitive activities involved
quizzes and competitive
presentations, where groups were
judged and winners given prizes.
Examples of collaborative activities
included groups working toward and
delivering a presentation to peers
and role plays to demonstrate a
particular scenario. The research
group made use of Paul Ginnis’
book The Teachers Toolkit (Crown
House Publishing), as it is a useful
source of ideas, especially for group
work.
Our lack of exact replication in
classroom activities could be
considered a design weakness.
Practical considerations aside, we
believe that a “one size fits all
approach” to the lessons would have
been restrictive and possibly
counter-productive. What works in
one school with older AVCE groups
may not work with younger GCSE
groups in a very different school.
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CASE STUDIES:
COMPETITION
Course: AS Economics,
Market Failure
Topic: privatisation vs
nationalisation using a case
study of the UK railways
The class was split into groups
and each given an area, such as
benefits/drawbacks of
nationalisation, benefits/drawbacks of
privatisation, the old/current
ownership of UK railways. Their task
for 15 minutes was to convey the
topic clearly on A1 paper using
marker pens, with a word limit of 10
words (this can vary). The students
were encouraged to use pictures,
flow diagrams and other visual
representations. Members of each
group visited other groups so they
could understand all the topic areas.
One student from each group acted
as the “teacher” and explained the
ideas to the other groups (this lasted
for 10–15 minutes). Then, all
members returned to their original
groups and peer teaching began.
Each student explained what they
learnt from other groups’ work to
their own group. The objective here
is that each member of the group is
secure on all topics covered by the
class. Then each student took a short
test based on all the material covered
in the lesson, and the winning team
was the group with the highest
average score.
Course: GCSE Nuffield
Business and Economics
(Year 11 revision)
Topic: inflation
The class was split into groups
and each was given an area to cover,
such as what is inflation, the effects
of inflation, what causes inflation.
Each group had a simple guidance
sheet indicating minimum
requirements and some subject hints.
Groups then worked on their
allocated subject area using notes,
books and the teacher’s help, and
prepared a presentation
incorporating up to ten images on

A1 size paper. Each group presented
the findings to the rest of the class.
All members of the group had to
take part and they were not allowed
to read notes. Each of the other
groups could ask them one question.
They were scored by the teacher on
the content and the presentation.
(We would like to thank Christopher
Witts for this exemplar.)
Course: GCSE Business
Topic: types of organisation
The class was organised into four
groups. The scenario involved three
groups of “management
consultants” and one group which
was the “business panel”. The
scenario is that the business panel
cannot decide what type of
organisation is most suitable for its
enterprise: a partnership, a private
limited company or a plc. Each
consultancy group was allocated a
type of organisation. They each had
to present and argue the advantages
and disadvantages of their own type
of organisation. All the standard pros
and cons for organisational types
had to be included. For
differentiation – the groups were all
mixed ability – a sheet was provided
for each group with some hints and
examples. The winner was the
consultancy group that managed to
convince the business panel to go
with their ideas.
CASE STUDIES:
COLLABORATION
Course: AS Business Studies,
People & Operations
Management
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group had to read the article and
together identify evidence of their
theorist’s ideas in practice at Richer
Sounds. Each group presented to the
class the evidence they had found
and justified why it was associated
with the theorist. As they did, a
member of the team wrote the
examples and reasons into a table on
the board. All students copied the
table and annotated (or highlighted)
their article.
Course: AVCE/Applied Business
Topic: managing production
This lesson was based on the
marketplace activity described by
Paul Ginnis in The Teachers Toolkit.
It covers constraints on production,
and focuses largely on legislation.
The class were divided into three
groups, and each group was given
three or four pieces of resource
information related to the area they
were working on. One group focused
on health and safety constraints, the
second on environmental
considerations, and the third on
consumer and regulatory issues.
Each group produced a display on
their subject using no more than ten
words but incorporating diagrams
and pictures. After 15 minutes the
written information was removed
and the teacher explained that some
of the students would stay with the
poster and teach others about it. The
rest of their group would act as
researchers, learning from other
students’ posters. After 5–10 minutes
the rest of the group returned and
taught those who had remained with
their poster.

Topic: motivation theory
The objective of this activity was
to recap the motivational theories
and to enable students to identify
examples of motivation in
preparation for their case study
based exam. All students were given
a copy of an article describing
working practices at Richer Sounds.
They were split into groups and
allocated a theorist (Taylor, Mayo,
Herzberg, Maslow, etc.). Each

RESEARCH FINDINGS
A significant (5% or greater)
difference exists between assessment
scores for the two techniques.
Averages for competitive and
collaborative learning are 67.00%
and 63.50% respectively, a 5.51%
difference. Nevertheless, neither
technique enhances what occurs at
the margins of the distribution, as
variances hardly differ.
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In all courses – GCSE, AVCE and
A level – competitive learning
yielded higher results than
collaborative learning, the difference
being 3.70%, 4.55% and 6.32%
respectively, though the relatively
small number of AVCE pupils
means conclusions are very tentative.
Hence competitive learning might
benefit groups of A level students
more than GCSE students. There is,
though, a greater range of results in
collaborative GCSE learning, which
might indicate a wider range of
abilities to benefit from collaborative
techniques.
Gender differences show
somewhat unexpected results.
Although both female and male
students do better with competitive
than collaborative techniques, the
former do so more than the latter (a
difference of 9.48% and 2.73%
respectively). Females also show a
slightly wider range of results in
collaborative work than males.

THE VALIDITY OF OUR
FINDINGS
A major criticism of our study
could arise from the difficulty of
making the two tests for each class
capable of giving comparable results.
This involved an unavoidable
judgement for individual teachers,
though the question sheet template
helped us. We created the tests
ourselves and compared them to
lesson content. Where possible we
consulted each other to gauge
difficulty levels. Ultimately,
differences that occurred should
have been smoothed out by our large
sample size.
Although individual competencies
may lend themselves to certain
teaching methods, conscious bias,
such as favouring one learning
method over another, should be
discounted. There is no personal or
professional benefit to us in the
hypothesis being confirmed or
refuted.
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CONCLUSIONS
Our discoveries go against
common perceptions that boys are
more competitive than girls.
However, even if boys are more
competitive than girls, more
specifically our research suggests
that, relative to collaborative intergroup conditions, girls perform
better under competitive ones. Of
course, competition between teams
creates an incentive to collaborate
within the group.
More subjectively speaking, we all
agree that generally competitive
conditions settled pupils faster and
expedited their understanding of
tasks. Similarly, in teaching less able
and less well-behaved pupils,
competitive lessons provided a better
focus. Pupils generally seemed more
involved and interested, since the
result (being in the winning team)
was not given until the lesson’s end.
Nevertheless, attention sometimes
dwindled and reflective parts of
lessons were not always effective in
reinforcing the subject matter learnt
during competitive activities.
Sometimes there might have been an
urge to win rather than understand.
Despite these potentially negative
aspects of competition, our results
show competitive techniques can
enhance learning more than
collaborative ones. One reason for
this could be that there was always a
winning team, rather than singledout individuals, implying less
hostility. To maintain motivation,
shuffling and mixing groups over
time could be employed. Moreover,
motivation to participate in
competitive situations rather than to
win should be stressed.
Our approaches might work better
for some teachers than others, or
help certain types of students more
than others (depending on
individual characteristics).
Nevertheless, our research does
reveal scope for adopting intergroup competition as a teaching and
learning technique that can

complement other approaches. We
hope that our research will
contribute to a better understanding
of techniques that can aid learning,
while stimulating further research.
Our tentative conclusion is that
inter-group competition, relative to
collaboration, improves assessment
performance and related learning.
Nevertheless, although scope exists
to adopt inter-group competition as
a learning technique, it remains one
of many complementary tools which
teachers can use to enhance overall
performance.

The authors undertook this study as
part of their PGCE course at the London
Institute of Education. A fuller version
of this paper, giving the statistical
results in full, is available on request.
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By: Steve Hurd

The use of ICT in business and
economics in 2005
This article reports the findings
of the latest five-year survey of
computer use among EBEA
members. Our questionnaire
was distributed to the 1,160
individual members of the
association in the autumn term
of 2005. (Corporate members
were not included.) There were
187 returns, giving a 16%
response rate.We are grateful to
all of those who took the trouble
to reply and feel that the survey
provides an interesting picture
of the current EBEA
membership and their views on
the role of ICT within business
and economics
education.
The findings of this
survey cover access to
facilities, departmental
budgets, the nature of
computer use and its
relative importance, the
availability of software and
teacher perceptions of ICT
use. It shows that ICT use
varies hugely between
respondents, for a variety
of reasons. ICT use is
growing but not rapidly,
possibly because to date, it is not
generally rewarded by assessment
processes.

three years of teaching and the
remaining quarter has over 20 years
in the profession. Almost a quarter
of respondents have taught part-time
for some or all of their careers. The
overwhelming majority of these were
women. In contrast to earlier
surveys, replies were evenly spread
on gender lines with males
accounting for 50.8% of respondents
and female teachers 49.2%. This
reflects the gradual switch in
emphasis from economics, which
tended to be male-oriented, towards
business studies, which attracts a
higher proportion of female
teachers.

THE FINDINGS OF THIS SURVEY

A quarter of respondents are in
departments with just one member
of staff, a half are in departments of
between two and five staff, and the
remaining quarter teach in large
departments with six or more
members of staff. The majority of
departments have at least one person
teaching business studies and a half
of all departments had between two
and 4.75 full-time equivalents
teaching solely business courses.
Almost a third of respondents (31%)
were in departments with one
economics specialist and a further
27% have two economists.

DEPARTMENTAL
RESOURCES

In this survey, for the first
time, we asked respondents to
tell us about their
D E P A R T M E N TA L B U D G E T S , T H E
departmental budgets. We felt
N AT U R E O F C O M P U T E R U S E A N D I T S
that this information would be
useful to members for
R E L A T I V E I M P O R TA N C E , T H E
purposes of comparison and
AVA I L A B I L I T Y O F S O F T WA R E A N D
perhaps to lobby for
additional resources. These
TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF ICT USE.
figures have to be used with
care: student numbers are
bound to differ as will school
Just over one-fifth of replies
spending practices at departmental
(20.9%) come from the independent
level.
sector. The remaining 79.1% teach
In 2005 the average departmental
in state schools and colleges. The
budget, based upon the median
median size of institution is 1,200
RESPONDENTS AND THEIR
value, was £1,500, with 50% of
students, with 50% of members in
INSTITUTIONAL SETTING
departments reporting budgets
schools with between 800 and 1,400
between £900 and £2,500. The
students. Almost all EBEA members
The median age of respondents is
lowest departmental budget reported
(95.4%) are in schools with sixth
44 years, with a half falling between
was £150 and the highest £25,200
forms. Fourteen respondents (8%)
the ages of 34 and 50. They have an
(although one suspects that the latter
teach in specialist business schools
average of nine full-time years in
included the cost of a new ICT
or colleges.
teaching; a quarter is in the first

COVER ACCESS TO FACILITIES,
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Figure 1: Departmental budget by number of staff (mean values)
Number of staff

1

2

3

Budget 2004-5

£1290

£1730

£2132

Book expenditure

£625

£873

£956

ICT software expenditure

£196

£178

£206

suite). Departments typically spend
50% of their budget on books, with a
half spending between £320 and
£1,200 per year on books and other
print-based resources.
Three-quarters of respondents are in
departments with three or fewer
teachers and Figure 1 summarises
the pattern of expenditure in these
departments.
Only a tiny minority of
departments were required to buy
computer hardware from their
departmental budgets. However,
roughly 10% of budgets went on
computer software – though it was
not clear how many departments
were counting the use of e-learning
credits within this amount. High
spending departments tend to skew
upwards the mean spending figures.
The median expenditure of all
respondents on software and licences
was £112 in the year, somewhat less
than the mean. Similarly, median
book expenditure was £600 across
all departments. It is evident that
software is essentially a fixed cost
element regardless of departmental
size, whereas book expenditure
varies with the size of department.
A typical business department has
15 networked computers with
internet connections. One-quarter of
respondents, however, are in
departments with one or no PCs.
Another quarter has departmental
access to over 36 PCs. Over half
(56%) of respondents claim to have
very good access to networked
computers, while one-quarter has
poor access. While one quarter of
teachers has very good access to an
interactive whiteboard, one-third has
36

no such access and others have
relatively limited access.
Less than a tenth of respondents
are satisfied with their personal
access to specialist business and
economics software. In contrast, a
half of teachers indicate that the
availability of specialist software in
their school is inadequate, while over
a tenth of respondents claim to have
no economics and business software
whatsoever within their schools.
Perhaps more surprisingly, less than
a half (46%) of teachers claim to
have an adequate supply of books
and print publications, and 15% of

respondents believe these to be most
definitely deficient.
In this survey we also asked EBEA
members to give an indication of
how much ICT-based work they do
at home. We were not surprised to
find that over 93% of members use
their home computer for work
purposes, spending on average more
than 8 hours a week (median = 7)
preparing school work. Use varies
between individuals: 11% report
spending three hours, 18% five
hours, 23% ten hours and three
individuals clock up over twenty
hours each week using their home
computer for work purposes.
COURSES AND STUDENTS
TAUGHT
The questionnaire provided data
on the number of students taught by

Figure 2: Distribution of students taught by EBEA members
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Figure 3: ICT use by courses taught (median values)

respondents on different courses
(see Figure 2). GCSE and A level
business studies accounts for just
over a half of respondents’ workload,
measured on the basis of total
students taught. Economics now
accounts for only 15% of students,
the same as applied business. The
Nuffield courses, which combine
economics and business, account for
another 4.1%, with the remaining
15% of students are on various
courses at different levels. This
represents a major reorientation of
the workload of EBEA members
since the last survey was conducted
10 years ago. At that time,
economics and business courses
were fairly evenly balanced.
STUDENT USE OF ICT
Figure 3 records student numbers
and ICT use on different business
and economics courses. Respondents
were asked only to record the
numbers for the courses they
personally taught in the year 2004-5.
It is evident from the table that
75–80% of economics students
covered by the survey are male.
Business courses have a more even

gender balance. There is less
variation in average class sizes
between the different courses than
10 years ago, although the business
classes remain a little larger than
economics ones.
Figure 4 displays the mean values
of ICT use and Figure 3 the median
values; the latter are generally lower,
which suggests that the mean values
are inflated by high levels of use by a
smaller number of teachers. AS and
A2 Nuffield courses show the
highest median levels of ICT use in
lessons. This is undoubtedly a
measure of the Nuffield Project’s
success in developing ICT activities
that are tailored to the course and
fully integrated with the course
textbooks. Applied business courses,
however, are the highest users of
ICT on the basis of mean values.
This almost certainly reflects their
ability to reward time spent on ICT
within the course assessment.
Correspondingly, the fall in ICT use
in GCSE business studies reflects
the fall in the weighting of course
work in assessment compared with
10 years ago. Larger coursework
elements tend to reward ICT use,
whereas reliance on end-tests
militates against more active uses of

ICT and encourages those
applications that support knowledge
consolidation and exam revision.
The growing availability of
computer facilities in schools has led
to an increase in ICT activity in
private study time and at home. This
is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows
the mean values of different uses.
The pattern broadly follows that of
in-class use, except that there tends
to be an additional hour of out-ofclass use for every three to five
hours of in-class use, although this
varies somewhat from course to
course. The growing expectation that
students will use ICT for
supplementary out-of-class work is a
very positive development. However,
it does raise questions about how we
ensure equitable access to ICT for
students with poor or no access to
internet-enabled computers at home.
Figure 6 shows how the level of
ICT use by teachers varies
according to the courses taught. The
columns represent the average level
of computer use by the lowest and
highest quartile (25%) of teachers.
The differences are quite substantial.
One-quarter of AS business teachers
did not make any use of ICT during
the year; in contrast, the highest
37
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Figure 4: ICT use within lessons by course (mean values in hours)
quarter employed ICT for 20 hours
of lesson time. In GCSE business
studies, the lowest quartile used ICT
for 10 hours, a quarter of the level of
the highest quartile of users. Applied
business courses show the highest
use, followed by the Nuffield
courses. However, at A2 level, a
quarter of Nuffield course teachers
found they could make do with as
little as two hours of computer use
in the year. This would support the
conclusion that teachers perceive
there to be a weak relationship
between ICT use and performance
in the final assessment.
Just over a quarter of respondents
(26.5%) report that computers are
used only occasionally to vary the
teaching style. In contrast, almost
three-quarters (73.5%) now regard
ICT as an essential element of their
teaching.

Figure 5: ICT use out of class by course (mean values in hours)

THE USES OF COMPUTERS
AND SOURCES OF
KNOWLEDGE

Figure 6: Variations in ICT use among teachers
ICT hours in lessons
11-13 years course
GCSE Business
GCSE Economics
GCSE Nuffield
GCSE Applied Business
AS Business
AS Economics
AS Nuffield
A2 Business
A2 Economics
A2 Nuffield
VCE Applied Business
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Lowest
quartile

Highest
quartile

5
10
2
7
22
0
3
18
2
4
3
21

37
40
28
36
78
20
15
74
25
20
90
98

The first part of Figure 7 shows
that much of the computer use in
business and economics relies upon
gaining access to a room with
networked computers. Out-of-class
use by students in their own time is
also widely expected by teachers.
Over a half of teachers have access
to interactive whiteboards for wholeclass focused work using PowerPoint
and other software, although the
supply of dedicated business and
economics software for interactive
whiteboards is clearly limited.
Relatively few teachers use single
computers within class as part of a
circus of activities, and computer
moderated team games, which were
once relatively popular, are now used
only occasionally by less than a
quarter of teachers.
The main current uses of ICT are
for word processing and accessing
the internet. Some people would
argue that word processing has
brought about substantial
improvements in the quality of
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Figure 7: Patterns of computer use

writing and presentation of
coursework. The internet has opened
up a hitherto unimagined wealth of
source material which far exceeds
the offerings of school libraries. The
Biz/ed and Tutor2U websites are the
two most important web portals
used by business and economics
teachers, followed by government
sites such as National Statistics and
organisations which collect
comparative economic data such as
the World Bank and OECD. One
aspect of ICT use which, while still

relatively underdeveloped, holds out
promise for the future is internet
conferencing. Students could work
on collaborative projects in different
parts of the country and
internationally.
Few who were involved in the
pioneering days of computerassisted learning in the 1970s could
have envisaged the current outcomes
from almost 30 years of computerbased learning evolution. The early
focus on building computer games

and simulations to allow students to
explore the properties of models and
trade-offs between objectives seems
not to have stood the test of time.
Business and macroeconomic games
that gained early popularity appear
to have had neither cost-effective
learning potential nor sufficient
market prospects to warrant their
transfer to the PC platform. With the
ending of public funding for
educational software development,
commercial publishers turned their
attention elsewhere. Similarly

Figure 8: Sources of knowledge on ICT
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Figure 9: The educational contribution of ICT

dedicated database products could
not compete with free resources
widely available on the internet.
Computer applications that
consolidate and test knowledge have
proved to be expensive and offer few
relative advantages over text-based
media, including sophisticated
modern textbooks.
Figure 8 provides evidence of a
public failure in knowledge
dissemination. On the general use of
ICT, teachers still largely rely upon
their colleagues to keep them abreast
of new developments. Even in 2005
very few teachers attribute their

knowledge to their degree courses,
teacher training, governmentsponsored training or, indeed, to the
activities of their professional
association. Knowledge of
educational software and media
relies almost exclusively on word-ofmouth attestation by colleagues
supported by the somewhat “partial”
literature produced by publishers.

USE AND LIMITATIONS
OF ICT
When teachers are asked to assess
the educational contribution of

Figure 10: Factors limiting the use of computers
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computers the major emphasis is
upon generic objectives, see Figure 9.
Students, as well as teachers, are
believed to enjoy computer-based
lessons, and the use of computers in
lessons is thought to improve
attitudes towards the subject. Many
teachers believe that they have a
duty to give students experience of
using micro-technology. There is also
an acknowledgement that ICT can
free the teacher to help students on
an individual basis, and so provides
a valuable change from the group
focus of whole-class teaching.
ICT contributes to subject-related
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objectives such as developing an
awareness of trade-offs in decisions
(a skill that is particularly fostered by
the use of case studies, games and
role plays – which are now,
apparently, all too rarely employed).
Over a third of teachers believe that
ICT can help to develop analytical
and critical thinking, and more than
a half believe that computers help
with data interpretation skills.
Relatively few, however, believe that
ICT improves arithmetic skills. A
low proportion of teachers see ICT
as a vehicle for improving oral
discussion skills, though this
probably reflects the current
preoccupation with word processing
and the internet rather than anything
inherent in the medium of ICT.
Some 42% of respondents believe
that the use of ICT enhances
examination performance. However,
if this were true for business and
economics then we would stand out
from other subject areas where there
is very little convincing evidence that
greater ICT use enhances
examination performance. This may
reflect the fact that teachers are
using ICT because they feel they are
expected to do so, or because they
are trying to achieve wider
educational goals that are poorly
rewarded in assessment schemes.
In the past 20 years there has been
an enormous investment in ICT
hardware and software in schools
and a considerable amount of direct
government support for teacher
training in the use of ICT. Support
has come from the New
Opportunities Fund (NOF) and
e-learning credits, which allow the
purchase of “National Curriculum
approved” software through the
National Grid for Learning
(NGFL). Schools are audited on
their use of ICT by Ofsted
inspectors, though not on
complementary and competing
learning resources such as books.
Figure 10 indicates, however, that
many of the factors that limited the
take up of ICT in the past still apply.
Many teachers believe that the lack

of, and difficulties of access to,
computer hardware are a problem.
This stems in part from the decision
by many schools, often prompted by
LEA support services, to
concentrate facilities in centralised
computer laboratories. This tends to
favour timetabled use for teaching
ICT but militates against the casual
use of computers within a subject
context. Larger business studies
departments, which have their own
ICT suite, are in a better position to
arrange casual ICT use. Networked
interactive whiteboards tend to free
teachers from this constraint.
However, they can reinforce a
teacher-centred focus within the
classroom unless teachers work hard
to develop strategies for active
student engagement.
Two-thirds to three-quarters of
teachers report a lack of suitable
software due to budget constraints
and the failure of the market to
supply what teachers want to use.
About a third of teachers believe that
ICT is not cost effective and that it
takes too much time to make
obvious points. Some 29% of
teachers apparently believe that
books and print publications are still
more useful than ICT, and only 18%
believe that ICT is more useful than
print resources. Almost a half of
teachers believe that their school or
college is strongly committed to the
use of ICT, with only a quarter
finding a lack of school support.
FINAL REMARKS
Since this survey was first
conducted in 1985 there has been a
substantial change in the quality of
computer hardware and the nature
of educational media. Computer
hardware has moved forward from
RM 480Z and BBC computers to
the now ubiquitous PC Windows
platform. Networking has moved
from that of the single computer lab
to the worldwide web of the internet.
In 1985 the main use of
computers was for team games and
simulations. These are now relatively
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unimportant. Through changes in
hardware and software platforms
and the disappearance of public
funding for software development,
subject-based simulations, games
and databases have virtually
disappeared. Of the generic
applications, word processing has
come to the fore and spreadsheets
play a part. There has been an
enormous growth in internet-based
resources.
Despite considerable development
in hardware and ICT media,
changes in overall computer use in
the past 20 years have been relatively
modest. Average levels of use within
lessons have increased by three
hours per year, from seven to 10
hours, in A level business studies and
economics. The vocational business
courses have shown the greatest
growth in use, from 10 to over 50
hours per year. A major change has
been the expansion in the use of
computers for private study outside
the classroom (very often in
students’ homes). There are signs
that ICT is bedding itself into
making a modest contribution to
classroom practice alongside books,
calculators, pens and rulers. Is it
time that educational policy makers
and inspectors stopped singling out
ICT for special attention, ahead of
other teaching approaches and
resources and, most of all, books?

Steve Hurd is a senior lecturer at the
Centre for Research and Development
in Teacher Education, the Open
University. Members who would like to
make observations on the material in
this article are invited to e-mail the
author at: s.j.hurd@open.ac.uk.
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ICT IN THE CLASSROOM

By: Andrew Ashwin

Podcasting
Something strange is
happening. On the one hand, in
classrooms up and down the
country, we are seeking to
encourage students to engage
with and use ICT effectively. At
the same time we impose all
manner of fines, bans and
restrictions on the use of mobile
communications technology –
OK, mobile phones!
I wonder how many lessons in
both business and economics
use mobile phone companies
and mobile phone service
providers as case studies for an
array of business and
economics concepts and
learning objects? Despite this,
the dreaded mobile phone is the
cause of many a disruption to a
lesson and even to examination
sessions as yet another tasteless,
if increasingly sophisticated,
ring tone fills the hall.
This article looks at ways of
starting to educate our students

in the use of this technology for
more than downloading the
latest chart hit or arranging the
weekend nightclub activity –
mobile learning.
In October 2005 Biz/ed launched a
new service allowing students to
download “In the News” articles to
their MP3 players. In the News is a
daily article highlighting a key news
item that might be of interest to
students (and teachers) of
economics and business. A previous
journal article covered how this
service might be used (Volume 8,
number 2, Summer 2004). One
article each week is now selected for
podcasting, and the service is
enhanced through a series of
interactive questions that students
can tackle to help develop their
learning and understanding of the
subject matter.
Podcasting is simply making
information available via an audio
broadcast. The audio file can be
downloaded to a mobile device and

Figure 1: There is help on Biz/ed to get you up and running with podcasting

accessed in the listener’s own time.
The idea was originally designed for
use with Apple’s iPod but has now
developed to be available to all MP3
players and, given the growth of 3G
technology, an increasing number of
mobile phones. Biz/ed has developed
its podcast service to provide
students and teachers with relevant
news items at a time and place to
suit them. Some students find it
much easier to listen to an audio file
than to read a written article; the
flexibility of podcasts may be very
attractive to them.

HOW CAN PODCASTS BE
ACCESSED?
Accessing the podcasts is easy.
Biz/ed has clear instructions on how
to do this at www.bized.ac.uk/
homeinfo/podcasting.htm#start.You
will need to download some software
but this is free, and again the Biz/ed
help page directs you to the various
providers. Once the software has
been downloaded you can access the
podcasts as they are published.
At the time of writing (March
2006) there are over 30 podcasts in
the archive covering topics ranging
from market forces, weather
predictions, monetary policy,
mission statements, interest rates,
cartels and market niches.
Each podcast has a series of linked
interactive questions linked. These
questions can be attempted online or
printed out for distribution – an easy
way of setting homework each week
and helping students brush up on
their exam technique. The questions
are similar to those on exam papers,
covering all the awarding bodies.
They are appropriate for some
GCSE students as well as those
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Figure 2: All podcasts are archived and build into a rich resource of
relevant audio files and interactive questions
powerful way of promoting mobile
learning.
The use of podcasting can also
encourage students to reflect on the
information they are receiving. In the
classroom there is often little time
for reflection, but podcasts might
provide the chance for students to
listen again to relevant information
and to think about what it means.
Reflection is widely accepted as a
necessary and important means of
developing understanding and
fostering learning. The opportunity
to reflect allows students to be able
to develop mental models that
promote conceptual understanding.
following courses at levels 3 and 4 of
the national qualifications
framework. Students can access
some hints to help them in
formulating their answers – it might
be a clue as to the nature of the
response, the way the answer should
be structured or how to think about
the command word and assessment
objectives being targeted.

WHY USE PODCASTS?
Podcasting might be just another
flashy technology that actually does
very little. The essence however is
simple – by providing students with
a chance to listen to information, it is
no different really than a reel-to-reel
tape recorder used by my teachers in
the 1960s and 1970s. One teacher
told me that they use the podcasts
during a lesson by playing them
through the sound system in the
interactive whiteboard in the
classroom.
So is it just another means of
giving students information? The
answer has to be “yes” and any
claim that podcasting is going to
make some revolutionary
contribution to teaching and learning
is not tenable. But it can give
students greater flexibility. How
many times have you wanted to get
across some really important
information, especially in the
afternoon slot, and seen many of

your students on the verge of a
catatonic episode? The chances are
that your words will be lost. A
podcast allows you to be able to
capture this information, enabling
students to listen when they are in a
more receptive learning state. It also
encourages students to appreciate
that learning need not just be
confined to the classroom but can be
experienced anywhere. It might be
that they listen to the podcast on
their way home, on the bus or train,
at night (when many of our students
seem to come alive rather
worryingly), or at any other time.
Most students have different
learning styles. Podcasting provides
teachers with a way of expanding the
way in which information can be
presented, which may be of benefit
to some students. The opportunity to
listen, go back over particular
passages as many times as necessary
and to hear information via a
different source might all be a useful
addition to the range of ways in
which we can support students.
Some universities, for example, are
making use of this technology by
issuing new students with iPods, all
preloaded with a range of course
information, lectures, schedules,
reminders, and so on. The
opportunities for connecting with
students and providing them with
information when they need it as
opposed to in a slot pre-designated
by a timetable manager could be a

There is also the possibility that
students can use the technology
themselves to be able to present or
submit their ideas and demonstrate
their learning. A small group of
students might be asked to create a
five-minute podcast relating to a
particular topic that can be made
available to the rest of the group.
There are opportunities for
developing other key skills through
this exercise, such as clarity of
presentation, use of appropriate
technology, planning, keeping to
time, and working collaboratively.

CONCLUSION
Podcasting is growing in
popularity and availability. It
provides a further way that students
can engage with ideas in their own
time. It also allows access to a wider
range of resources. The BBC, for
example, has made its morning
business programme on Radio 5
Live Wake up to Money available via
a podcast (the broadcast programme
goes out at 5am).
As with most technologies, the use
of podcasting needs to be integrated
with other teaching and learning
strategies. It can help provide
additional variety to the learning
environment and of course allows
the student to make valid use of
those wretched mobile phones.

Andrew Ashwin is content developer
for Biz/ed.
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Resource reviews
Sue Turner always welcomes
resources of all types for review. If
you have any learning materials that
you would like evaluated please
contact her at the address published
in the editorial panel on page 3.

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS EDUCATION

Cheap – The real cost of the
global trend for bargains,
discounts and consumer choice,
David Bosshart, Koogan Press
2006, £14.99, ISBN 0 7494 4534-3
This book sets out to explain why
goods and services are becoming
cheaper. It examines the business
models that are rapidly taking over
in the new society dominated by
discounters such as Wal-Mart and
Lidl in retailing, H&M and Zara in
clothing, the no-frill airlines in air
travel, and takes in cheap
entertainment, cheap money, cheap
computing. It looks at the paradox
between a cheap society, in which
more consumers can benefit from
the forces of competition, while the
business model used to generate the
goods and services they consume
cheapens the society in which these
consumers live.
Bosshart proposes that there is an
axis dominated by Wal-Mart, the
emergence of China as a producer
on a vast scale and the internet as an
information warehouse giving access
to cheap prices. The axis can be
good, in that it produces
competition, globalisation and access
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to a range of goods and services at
lower prices, but it might also be an
“axis of evil”. This negative
dynamic, the book suggests, it
caused by the fact that prices fall
because wages fall, so “you will need
low prices because your wages will
fall”.
The result is the “Wal-Martisation”
of society, affecting not only the
poor who benefit from low prices
but also those who are well off
enough not to need to bother about
paying low prices. Labour turnover
is high, work monotonous in low
paid jobs and workers suffer from a
lack of medical benefits. However,
isn’t this just the industrialisation of
the service sector of the economy?
Wal-Martisation not only brings
about low standards for the
workforce but also a cheapening of
the American dream, a clear
separation between a low-cost, lowwage world and a premium world,
and a pernicious influence on the
shaping of cultural and leisure tastes.
The most interesting aspect of this
book is the explanation offered on
how companies like McDonald’s,
Aldi and Southwest use customers
themselves to cut costs, how yield
management is used to achieve
profits for firms while at the same
time offering customers a discount,
and how firms now pursue
economies of scale. Indeed the
economies achieved by firms gives a
wide range of examples that might
be used with classes to replace the
fairly sterile textbook cases that are
now becoming out of date as we

move away from industrial
production. Business studies
students might do well to read
Chapter 4 to explore business
models that are likely to be in
practice for some years to come.
On the whole the book lacks the
detailed analysis to support the view
that there is an “axis of evil”
operating on society. The
justifications offered are fairly one
sided, and they fail to take into
account the liberation of some
workers from repetitive jobs to seek
higher value added employment in
other sectors of the economy.
However, it is worth reading for a
general critique of how business can
influence society and may deserve a
place in your business library if you
are looking for a relatively slim
volume on a critique of modern
business practices.
Raymond Maher, Head of
Economics, Claremont High
School, Kenton, Middlesex.

Advanced Economics, Peter
Smith, Philip Allan Updates, 558
pages, £24.99, ISBN: 1-84489-209-3
This book is specifically written
for the Edexcel AS/A2 level
economics syllabus, and is one of
two board-specific economics texts
released by Philip Allan Updates at
the same time; the other being for
the AQA syllabus. The author, Peter
Smith, is editor of Economic Review
and a senior lecturer in economics at
the University of Southampton. This
experience, and thorough
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understanding of economics
education, is clear throughout the
book. A student who follows this
book, and develops an
understanding of its content, will
have a comprehensive grounding in
economics.
The book is divided into
manageable sections and begins with
a guide on how the book follows the
structure of the Edexcel course.
Because the syllabus has an option
choice at A2 level, whether to study
labour markets or development
economics, I was concerned that
these sections would be more basic
than the core options. Nothing,
however, could be further from the
truth. Every part of the course is
dealt with in detail, with each “unit”
in the syllabus divided into five
chapters.
Chapters subdivide the content of
the modules even further, and clearly
signpost learning outcomes at the
start which vary from five outcomes
in chapter 34 on European monetary
union to ten outcomes in chapter 16
on firms and their motivations. The
content of chapters is patient in its
approach, with regular summary
sections providing useful places to
stop before moving on. Key terms
are highlighted throughout, and
backed up by an excellent glossary at
the end of the book.
A key feature of the book is the
exercise sections which feature
throughout chapters, and enable
students to build skill and
consolidate understanding. Most
chapters have three summary
sections and three exercise sections
which, despite not having mark
allocations, allow readers to practise
a specific skill or technique or, as
chapters progress, to develop
arguments. Whilse this is an
innovative feature, I feel that a lot of

these exercises are focused heavily
on knowledge, and therefore do little
to build examination technique.
Justification for this approach comes
from the structure of the
examinations, which have both
objective test and data response
questions, but I still believe tutor
support is needed alongside this
book to develop writing style and
evaluative ability.
A strength of the book is the
excellent use of review sections at
the end of each unit. These clearly
summarise the content of each
chapter and give useful advice for
preparing for the examination. These
are followed by data response
questions which include mark
allocations and longer questions.
These questions are well designed
and include one data response
exercise based on a publication such
as The Economist or The Times and
one example of an actual Edexcel
exam paper (reproduced with
permission). In conjunction with the
accompanying tutor guide, this will
form a very useful basis for
examination preparation.
As I am sure most teachers would
attest, economics without real world
application can be a very dry
subject, and this book is thorough in
embedding real life examples of
economics in action throughout the
text. Examples vary from DVDs and
the shipping industry to explain the
market system, to road pricing and
the tobacco industry to show
arguments for and against
government intervention. Often
these examples are backed up by
recent and relevant news articles. In
the introduction the author explains
the importance of understanding
current economic issues and
provides useful signposts to websites
providing information. I think we
can forgive the plug for Economic
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Review, which is also published by
Philip Allan and is edited by this
book’s author.
This is a good book – of that there
is no doubt. My biggest criticism is
not specific to this book, but to A
level books in general. First, there is
the issue of board-specific texts
which suggest, by definition, that
centres will stay with the same board
to justify their purchase. More
important, however, is that I would
have liked some form of guarantee
that the current six-unit A level will
stay for the foreseeable future. With
an increasing number of A levels
moving down to four units in the
near future, this book would not be
the clean fit it currently is. Add in
the argument about the long-term
future of A levels, and you start to
see potential problems.
Overall a clear and authoritative A
level text which I would recommend
as a class text. It certainly does not
replace the need for an expert
teacher to explain the concepts, but
goes a long way to deepening
students understanding of the
subject. Don’t, however, be surprised
if you need a new one within five
years!
Paul Rapley, Head of Business
Studies, Copleston High School,
Ipswich

SOFTWARE

Business Interactive, CD for
Applied and Traditional GCSE, from
Interactive Learning, nine modules for
Applied or Traditional GCSE Business.
One module £75-150 + VAT, four
units £295 each + VAT, the complete
package £1,150 + VAT.
The first time I encountered
Business Interactive was at the
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and encouraging the student to take
education show in 2003. Interactive
ownership of that learning.
Learning (www.interactivelearning.info) had a small stand, with
Students can complete the
two laptops and an interactive
activities either “with assessment” or
whiteboard. We were due to start the
“without assessment”. The with
Applied GCSE in the September so
assessment facility enables teachers
I was really interested to find out
to track students through the
more. Following a demonstration of
the program, and with a
demo CD-ROM in my
bag, I was determined to
sing its praises to my boss
and try to purchase it as
I B E L I E V E T H AT T H E F I N A N C E U N I T
soon as possible. Two
OF BUSINESS INTERACTIVE IS A
years later someone
offered the department
G R E AT T O O L F O R D E L I V E R I N G
some money and as the
UNIT 3 OF THE APPLIED GCSE.
new head of department,
I was able to purchase one
unit of the suite, the
finance unit.
Finance is an area where
many of our students struggle. While
they can complete basic financial
documents, they have in the past not
really understood the process they
are going through or the purpose of
the documents that they are creating.
The CD uses a wide variety of
stimuli to engage pupils, from
“cheesy” video clips to drag-anddrop activities. It effectively
combines images with an auditory
commentary and has an element of
fun. Interactive Business has allowed
our students to understand financial
concepts far better, and they now see
finance as an enjoyable area of study
and not just another maths lesson.
We use Business Interactive to
complement our teaching and
reinforce learning. Students can
progress at their own pace, so it is
equally beneficial to both higher and
lower ability students. It is also very
versatile, you can go through
activities as a whole class, or use it to
work with small groups. However,
we have found that most students
prefer to use it on their own,
promoting individualised learning
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CD-ROM, and can be used in
parents’ evenings as evidence of
progress and work completed. It is
also useful when giving feedback to
the students and can help with target
setting.
A big selling point of this software
is the ability to copy the student
version of the CD-ROM, allowing
students to use it at home. The
second applied GCSE cohort used
Business Interactive to help them
revise for their January exam, with
nearly 80 per cent achieving their
national expectation or better. The
results speak for themselves.
However, Business Interactive is
not without flaws. The first is the
initial cost, although I notice that
Interactive Learning is now offering
cheaper CD-ROMs on specific
topics. These could be useful if your
students struggle with a particular
area of the curriculum or if your
budget doesn’t quite stretch as far as
you’d like. Another area where the
software could be improved is the
administrator interface. Although the

menus are fairly easy to navigate, it
is irritating when you need to find a
student to add to a group. To find a
particular student, you often have to
click through the whole list before
being able to add them to the group
list. Then once you’ve done this task,
the system resets, meaning that the
whole process of selecting the
group and then finding the
student has to be repeated
once again. When you have
100+ students to go through
every time, it becomes a little
tedious.
All this said, I believe that
the finance unit of Business
Interactive is a great tool for
delivering unit 3 of the
Applied GCSE. It is easy to
use and, once set up, runs
fairly smoothly. It has certainly
helped to break down barriers to
learning and provides the teachers in
my department with another arrow
to their bow. I would thoroughly
recommend it.

Kerrie Tickner, Head of Business,
Cressex Community School,
High Wycombe.
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South West
Barry Heywood
Tel: 01225 765354
E-mail: barryheywood@dial.pipex.com

South East
Flora Green – Chatham
Tel: 01634 862045
E-mail: agreen273@blueyonder.co.uk
South East (cont)
Ian Rowbory – Suffolk
ian.rowbory@edexcel.org.uk
London
Caroline Loewenstein
Tel: 01784 437506
E-mail: cloewenstein@strodes.ac.uk
SCOTLAND
Robert Wilson
Tel: 01224 485432
WALES
Llifon Jones – North Wales
Tel: 01745 814677
NORTHERN IRELAND
Pat McNally
Tel: 028 9188 8038
Mibile: 07789 211748
E-mail:
patmcnallymarkstreet@yahoo.co.uk
If you are an EBEA member
who is willing to be a point of
contact with others in your
area, please advise the office
and we will add your name to
this list.
HONORARY MEMBERS
Brian Atkinson
Raymond Lines
Peter Maunder
Professor J Parry Lewis
Keith Robinson, OBE
Grace Waring
Robert Wilson
Administrator: Claire Annels
EBEA The Forum
277 London Road, Burgess Hill
West Sussex, RH15 9QU
Tel. 01444 240150
Fax: 01444 240101
e-mail: office@ebea.org.uk
website: www.ebea.org.uk

Developments in Economics
AN ANNUAL REVIEW
Volume 22 Edited by Peter Maunder
● Outlines the latest developments and changes in the subject
● Fully photocopiable within the purchaser’s institution
● Publication date, June 2006
Topics covered in 2006:
Fred Nixon
Economic growth and development in
an unequal world revisited

Eric Pentecost and John Sessions
Labour market flexibility,
macroeconomic policy and the euro-area

Ken Thomson
Agriculture and agricultural policy

Danny Myers
The private finance initiative

Mike Dixon
Inequality in the UK

Barry Harrison
Bra wars: the textile dispute with China

Robert Tinch and Dugald Tinch
The economics of climate change

Nigel Healey
Free market reforms: what does the
New Zealand experiment show about
the impact on economic performance?

Ken Thomson
International trade in commodities
Price

£39 (members)

£45 (non-members)

Please send me ______ copies of Developments in Economics
Name ___________________________________________________________________
Position _________________________________________________________________
School __________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________ Postcode ______________________
Phone ___________________________________________________________________
Email address ____________________________________________________________
Choose the most convenient way to pay:
❑
❑
❑

I enclose a cheque for £_________ made payable to the EBEA
Please invoice me. My official school invoice number is
For credit card orders, call 01444 240150.

Signature _________________________________________________________________
Date _____________________________________________________________________
Return to: EBEA, The Forum, 277 London Road, Burgess Hill, West Sussex RH15 9QU
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Association of European Economics Education
AEEE Conference • Ghent 23–26 August 2006

Economics and Business Education
in a Globalising Europe
Wednesday 23/08/06
10:00

Welcome and registration in

Friday 25/08/06
09:00

Provinciaal Administratief Centrum
(continuous)
14:30

Welcome and opening by AEEE –
Ghent University – EROV

15:00

Embracing the global econonomy and its
implications for Europe’s competitive
advantage and international development

Quality Management
Prof. dr. Roland van Dierdonck
Chairman Vlerick Leuven
Gent Management School
The accreditation process in Europe
Prof. dr. Guy Aelterman
Vice-chairman NVAO

Prof. dr. Marc De Clercq
Ghent University
16:00

Coffee break

16:30

Educational policies in the European
Union since Lisbon 2000
Gaby Hostens
Director General for International Affairs
Department for Education

19:00

Welcome in ‘Groot Vleeshuis’ and guided
boattrip

Thursday 24/08/06
09:00

The knowledge economy
Elide Sorrenti, AEEE Italy

10:00

Coffee break

10:30

Parallel sessions

12:30

Lunch

14:00

Parallel sessions

16:00

Coffee break

16:30

The future of Europe
Anne Van Lancker
Member of the European Parliament

19:00

Reception at the town hall

10:00

Coffee break

10:30

Parallel sessions

12:30

Lunch

14:00

Guided tour through the port of Ghent

19:00

Farewell dinner in Kasteel van Zwijnaarde

Saturday 26/08/06
09:00

General Assembly AEEE

10:00

Europe and education in developing
countries
Johan Van Hecke
Member of the European Parliament

11:00

Closing speeches by AEEE – Ghent
University – EROV
Proposal for the next conference in
United Kingdom

For more information and booking details go to

www.aeee-2006.be/index.htm
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Figure 2: Evidence of UK media fragmentation (see page 16)

Source: WARC publications, http://store.warc.com/

